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ABSTRACT
FIBER FORMATION FROM THE MELTING OF FREE-STANDING
POLYSTYRENE, ULTRA-THIN FILMS: A TECHNIQUE FOR THE
INVESTIGATION OF THIN FILM DYNAMICS, CONFINEMENT EFFECTS
AND FIBER-BASED SENSING
FEBRUARY 2011
JEREMY M. RATHFON, B.S., PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Gregory N. Tew

Free-standing ultra-thin films and micro to nanoscale fibers offer a unique
geometry in which to study the dynamics of thin film stability and polymer chain
dynamics. By melting these films and investigating the subsequent processes of hole
formation and growth, and fiber thinning and breakup, many interesting phenomena can
be explored, including the nucleation of holes, shear-thinning during hole formation,
finite-extensibility of capillary thinning viscoelastic fibers, and confinement effects on
entanglement of polymer chains. Free-standing films in the melt are unstable and rupture
due to instabilities. The mechanism of membrane failure and hole nucleation is modeled
using an energy barrier approach which is shown to capture the dependence of hole
nucleation on thickness. The formed holes grow exponentially and are found to grow
under a shear thinning, nonlinear viscoelastic, high shear strain regime. These holes
impinge upon each other to form suspended fibers. The fibers thin according to a model
for the elasto-capillary thinning of the suspended viscoelastic fluid filaments. Monitoring
fiber thinning allows for the acquisition of rheological properties as well as the transient,
vi

apparent extensional viscosity giving insight into strain hardening and eventual steadystate extensional viscosity.

The decay and breakup of these fibers and their

interconnected branched structure indicates the effects of confinement on chain
entanglement in ultra-thin films. A transition below a critical film thickness, comparable
to the dimensions of a polymer chain, shows drastically reduced interchain entanglements
and a remarkably faster breakup of suspended fibers. The processes of fiber formation
from the melting of ultra-thin films are explored in high detail and produce a new
technique for the investigation of rheological and material properties, confinement
effects, and the dynamics of thin films and polymer chains.
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CHAPTER 1
POLYMERIC THIN-FILMS AND NANOFIBERS: APPLICATIONS,
FABRICATION, AND CONFINED GEOMETRIES

1.1. Motivation
Interest has grown in the fabrication of polymeric micro and nanofibers due to
their potential use for device applications in nanoelectronics, optical sensors, and nanooptics. These applications require the ability to fabricate fibers with regular diameters
and orientation in two and three-dimensional architectures with point-to-point
connections. Many approaches have been developed for the fabrication of polymer
nanofibers, yet problems with current methods include the formation of fibers with
random alignment and non-uniformity in diameter. In addition to these problems,
fabrication of controlled, interconnected nanofiber networks is not possible with most of
these techniques.
This project seeks to explore and develop a novel approach for the fabrication of
oriented and suspended nanofibers in interconnected networks.

The steps of fiber

formation will be probed methodically along the way in order to gain a better
understanding of all processes involved.

Fibers are formed by melting ultra-thin

polystyrene films (h ~ 40 – 100 nm) atop a lithographically patterned array of pillars
(Figure 1.1a). Once heated above the Tg of the polymer, holes nucleate randomly in the
film (Figure 1.1b). These holes expand (Figure 1.1c) and eventually impinge upon each
other or pillars. The bridges of polymer formed between these holes result in suspended
fibers. Fibers continue to draw due to capillary thinning (Figure 1.1d) and eventually
1

begin to fail, resulting in
n the breakup
p of the fibeer network ((Figure 1.1e)). By exam
mining
eaach of thesee processes in
i further deetail, interessting phenom
mena can bee studied. Inn this
dissertation th
he dynamicss of thin film
m stability aand rupture, polymer chains in entanngled
melts,
m
and visscoelastic caapillary thinn
ning will be explored in detail.

Figure 1.1. Schematic of fiber form
mation and bbreakup stepps from the m
melting of freeestanding, polymeric
p
ulltra-thin film
ms.
1.2. Nanofibeer Applicatiions
Signifficant interest in polym
meric fibers w
with diametters rangingg from microon to
d due to theirr potential aapplication inn devices suuch as
nanometer sccales has beeen generated
nanoelectroniics,1-3 opticaal sensors,4-6 and nano-opptics.7-8 Theese devices rrequire the aability
to
o fabricate nanostructure
n
es into custo
omized two aand three-diimensional aarchitecturess with
sp
pecific pointt-to-point connections.
Miran
nda and Frissbie have inv
vestigated thhe conductaance of polyymeric nanoffibers
in
ncorporated into a field effect traansistor (FE
ET) geometrry.1-2

Miraanda showedd the

faabrication of a FET
T utilizing polyanilinee/polyethyleene oxide nanofibers via
ellectrospinnin
ng.2 In Frissbie’s reportt, nanofiberss of a conduucting polym
mer, regioreegular
2

poly(3-hexyltthiophene), were electro
ospun onto a lithograpphically creaated FET paattern
with
w
gold ellectrodes on
n a SiO2/Si gate subsstrate (Figur
ure 1.2).1

The field eeffect

co
onductance of single an
nd webs off nanofibers were probeed, demonsttrating functtional
microscale
m
FE
ET devices based
b
on nan
noscale fiberrs.

Figure
F
1.2. Nanofiber
N
FE
ET fabricated
d from poly((3-hexylthioophene) electtrospun atopp gold
electrodes on
o a SiO2/Si gate substraate.1
Polym
meric nanofiibers have great
g
potenttial for use in optical ssensors,4-6 taaking
ad
dvantage of their high relative surfaace area whiich producess highly respponsive senssors.910
0

Samuelso
on and cow
workers syntthesized a ffluorescent polymer, thhen subsequuently

faabricated naanofiber meembranes viia electrospiinning.5-6

T
The fluoresscent membbranes

prroved to bee highly resp
ponsive, qu
uenching-bassed optical sensors for the detectioon of
metal
m
ions and
a 2,4-dinittro toluene (DNT), an analogue too the exploosive TNT. The
nanofiber meembranes sho
ow an order of magnitudde enhancem
ment in senssitivity over films
with
w the sam
me composition. Chang
g et al. have fabricatedd a sensitivee nanofiber optic
biosensor bassed on the ex
xcitation of a surface plaasmon wave near a fiberr tip less thann 100
nm
m that achieves high seensitivity in
n intensity m
measurementt and is higghly specificc in a
sm
mall detection region requiring
r
on
nly a microlliter of sam
mple solutionn (Figure 11.3).11

3

Additionally,
A
the incorp
poration of chemical ssensing mooieties into fibers incrreases
detection surfface area and
d has shown
n an increase in response time and seensitivity.6, 9

Figure
F
1.3. Nanofiber
N
op
ptical sensorr based on exxcitation of a surface plaasmon wave near
a fiber tip..11
Sub-m
micron and nanoscale fibers
f
recenntly have foound use as subwaveleength
op
ptical waveg
guides7-8 wiith promise for applicattions in nannophotonic ddevices.11-13 The
faabrication of
o low-loss subwavelength optical waveguidess is challennging due too the
reequirement for
f fibers to have low su
urface roughnness and a uuniform diam
meter. Tong et al.
have fabricatted subwaveelength low--loss optical waveguidess of sub-miccron silica ffibers
t
flaame-heated drawing pprocess (Figgure 1.4).8
uttilizing a two-step,

Craigheadd and

co
oworkers rep
ported subw
wavelength op
ptical wavegguides of eleectrospun poolymer nanoffibers
with
w incorporration of quaantum dots as
a integratedd light sourcees.7 CdSe/Z
ZnS quantum
m dots
were
w
electrosspun in SU8
8 polymer, a common pphotoresist, to form miicro to nanooscale
fiibers. Upon
n excitation with a laseer source, thhe SU8 fibeers successfu
fully guided light
which
w
was deetected via ph
hotoluminesscence of thee quantum ddots.

4

Figuree 1.4. Sub-m
micron and naanoscale fibeers used as ssub-wavelength optical
waveguidees.8
1.3. Nanofibeer Fabricatiion Approaches
A varriety of approaches for th
he fabricatioon of ordereed polymericc nanofibers have
been studied
d, including self-assem
mbly/directedd assembly,14-16 templaate synthesis,17-19
ellectrospinnin
ng,20-28 and
d various drawing
d
tecchniques.29-34

A scheematic of these

faabrication teechniques is given in Fiigure 1.5. T
The most poopular of theese techniquues is
ellectrospinnin
ng due to itss ability for facile, contiinuous produ
duction of micro to nanooscale
fiibers. Difficculties encou
untered in th
he majority oof these apprroaches incluude random fiber
allignment, no
on-uniformitty in fiber diameter,
d
andd upscaling problems.26,, 29, 31, 33 Beesides
ov
vercoming these
t
difficu
ulties, fabricaation of conntrolled, inteerconnected networks off one,
tw
wo, and threee-dimension
nal nanofibeers has provven to be chhallenging.

Gaining coontrol

ov
ver the possitioning off nanofiberss and netwoorks will yyield routes towards ddevice
faabrication. Precisely positioned
p
micro
m
and naanoscale fibbers have laarge potentiaal for
in
ntegration in
nto nanoscalle devices such
s
as miccro-electromechanical syystems (ME
EMS),
nanoelectroniics, and nano
o-optics.
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Figure 1.5. Fabrication techniques for nanofibers. From left to right: selfassembly/directed assembly, template synthesis, electrospinning, and drawing.
1.3.1. Self-assembly/Directed Assembly
The goal of self-assembly and directed assembly is the controlled and predictable
hierarchical arrangement of nanoscale material building blocks, for example
nanoclusters, nanowires, and nanotubes, into well-ordered structures.

Lieber and

coworkers report the directed assembly of one-dimensional nanowires into well-defined
functional networks (Figure 1.6).15 Fluidic alignment and surface-patterning techniques
control the assembly of nanowires into periodic parallel and crossed arrays.

The

electrical properties are then probed to show individually addressable device function at
nanowire cross points.

This technique is involved and requires surface patterning,

microfluidics, specific building blocks, and would be difficult to up-scale. Chou et al.
used lithographically induced self-assembly (LISA) in order to create periodic micropillar
arrays.14 LISA uses a mask to induce and control electrostatic force driven self-assembly
of periodic supramolecular patterns in a polymer film, yet cannot produce fibers.

6

Figure 1..6. Directed assembly off nanowires uutilizing fluiid alignmentt and surfaceepatteerning technniques.15

1.3.2. Temp
plate Syntheesis
The template syn
nthesis of naanofibers uttilizes a porrous membraane with aliigned
cy
ylindrical po
ores as a scafffold. A pollymer is eithher drawn intto or synthessized inside these
pores, then the memb
brane is removed,
r
leeaving arraays of nannofibers aliigned
perpendicularrly to the substrate.
polymerized

electroniccally

Martin aand coworkkers have eelectrochemiically

cond
ductive

pollymers

(ppolypyrrole,

polythiophene,

polyaniline) inside
i
alumiina templatee membrane s.17-19 Thesse nanowiress show enhaanced
co
onductivity compared to
t bulk maaterials due to the aliggnment of eelectrochemiically
polymerized chains nearr the surfacees of the poores. Desai and coworkkers reported the
nthesis of biocompattible, biodeegradable ppoly(ε-caproolactone) (PCL)
teemplate syn
nanofibers by
y drawing PCL
P
into a template frrom the meelt (Figure 11.7).18 Althhough
alligned, orien
nted nanofib
bers have beeen created uusing templaate synthesis, the techniqque is
liimited as it allows onlly productio
on of fiberss aligned perpendicularr to an attaached
su
ubstrate.
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Figure 1.7.. Template synthesis of biocompatib
b
ble, biodegraadable poly(εε-caprolactone)
nanofibers
n
by
y drawing of PCL into a template frrom the meltt with subseqquent etchingg for
removaal of the alum
minum oxidee membrane template.18

1.3.3. Electrrospinning
Electrrospinning is the most popular techhnique for tthe fabricatiion of polym
meric
nanofibers. Fibers are spun
s
from an
a electricallly charged jet of polym
mer solutionn and
deposited on
nto an oppo
ositely charrged substraate.

Thesee fibers are essentiallyy one

co
ontinuous th
hread collectted into a mesh
m
with ranndom orienttation and allignment. A few
scchemes hav
ve been imp
plemented that
t
improvve upon thee alignmentt of electroospun
nanofibers th
hrough the use of spaaced electroodes,23

rottating targetts,26 and shhaped

ellectrodes (F
Figure 1.8 riight).27 Electrospinningg is capablee of generatiing fibers w
with a
variety of com
mpositions and
a morphollogies.24 Weendorff and coworkers hhave developped a
teechnique using co-electtrospinning from a corre and surrrounding cooncentric annnular
nozzle syring
ge to fabricatte polyvinyllidene difluooride/polycarrbonate coree/shell nanoffibers
Figure 1.8 leeft).25 The saame group has
h also fabri
ricated highlyy nanoporouus poly(L-lacctide)
(F
nanofibers by
y taking adv
vantage of phase
p
separaation of the polymer in dichlorometthane
du
uring spinniing.20 Despite these acccomplishmennts in electrrospinning, tthe uniformiity of
fiiber diameter is difficult to control an
nd these fibeers cannot be directly paatterned.
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Figure 1.8. Nan
noporous po
oly(L-lactide ) and core-shhell polyvinnylidene
difluoride//polycarbonaate nanofibeers (left) fabrricated via co-electrospinnning from aan
annular syrin
nge.21 Electrrospun nanofibers with w
woven structture fabricatted using shaaped
electrodes (rigght).27

1.3.4. Draw
wing Techniq
ques
Recen
ntly, new meethods of draawing nanoffibers from ppolymer sollutions have been
developed ussing various instrumentss. Sitti and coworkers hhave reporteed a techniqque to
drraw micro and nanoscale fiberss by flowiing polymeer solutionss through glass
micropipettes
m
s.31 The fibeers created are
a suspendeed between drops of maaterial and caan be
orriented in a point to poin
nt fashion. Berry et al. have fabricaated similar suspended ffibers
between drop
ps of polymeer by drawin
ng with a nanno-tipped sttylus.29 Agaain, point to point
in
nterconnecteed three-dim
mensional strructures cann be manufaactured. Haarfenist et all. use
th
his method of “direct drawing”
d
to
o create inteerconnected networks aand structurres of
nanofibers by
y direct patteerning with AFM
A
tips.30 These draw
wing techniquues are usefu
ful for
oint to pointt suspended nanofibers,, but the creeation of large scale oriented
faabricating po
nanofiber networks is stilll problematiic.
Harfen
nist et al. alsso use the method
m
of “diirect drawingg” for the paarallel fabriccation
of suspended nanofibers between maachined arrayys of tips byy drawing ann applicator sheet
oated with a viscous pollymer solutio
on across thiis array.30 S
Suspended caapillary netw
works
co
caan be fabriccated by coaating these nanofibers
n
w
with chrome,, parylene, ggold or glass and
9

su
ubsequent dissolution
d
of
o the polym
mer core. P
Pabba et al. use this paarallel fabriccation
method
m
to draw
d
suspen
nded polym
mer-composiite nanofibeers of PMM
MA and caarbon
nanotubes, GaAsP nanow
wires, or grap
phene sheetss.33 The PM
MMA in the nnanofibers iss then
th
hermally deccomposed to
o leave orieented nanom
material air bridges. Inn another reeport,
Pabba et al. use the parrallel fabrication drawinng method to polymeriize fibers dduring
drrawing from
m initiator-co
oated surfacees.34 Actin, fibrinogen, and norbornnene are draw
wn to
faabricate oriiented paraallel fibers of actin polymer, fibrin, andd ROMP bbased
polynorborneene. The “d
direct drawin
ng” parallel fabrication technique hhas proven to be
useful in the formation
n of orienteed, parallell arrays of suspended nanofiberss, yet
im
mprovementts can still bee made. Thiis drawing teechnique reqquires the poolymer solutiion to
be in the highly concentrrated regimee and is deppendent on m
mass transfeer, due to soolvent
ev
vaporation, for the form
mation and th
hinning of fi
fibers makingg fiber propperties difficuult to
co
ontrol. Thee ability to control
c
param
meters suchh as fiber diameter, orieentation, pollymer
co
omposition, and morpho
ology acrosss an array off nanofiberss would allow
w the fabriccation
of more comp
plex three-diimensional architectures
a
s and thus a llarger range of devices.

Figure
F
1.9. Direct
D
drawin
ng of actin, fibrinogen,
f
aand norborneene monomeers over initiiatorcoated pillars
p
to from
m suspended
d fibers of acctin, fibrin, aand poly(norrbornene).34
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1.4. Processes for Fiber Formation and Breakup
Suspended fibers, from the melting of thin-films, form and breakup due to many
sequential processes. Random nucleation leads to exponential growth of holes. These
holes impinge upon each other to form fibers which undergo capillary thinning, then
eventually break up. The investigation into each of these steps can yield information on
material properties and dynamics unique to the confined geometry of suspended thin
films and fibers.

Below is a brief overview of the processes contributing to fiber

formation and breakup. More thorough literature review and background information are
given in subsequent chapters pertaining to each respective process.
1.4.1. Thin Film Dynamics and Confined Architectures
The study of the dynamics of thin film stability, such as rupture and dewetting
phenomena, has been a major research area in polymer science due to its applications in
adhesives, coatings, and lithographic techniques for device fabrication. In ultra-thin
films, films less than 100 nm in thickness, the natural length scale of a polymer chain,
represented by the radius of gyration, Rg, is comparable to or greater than the film
thickness. In this confined regime, polymer conformational changes can result in large
deviations in dynamics and phase behavior from the bulk.35-43 Because today systems of
very small dimensions are easily fabricated and manufactured, these problems can be
probed with new interesting geometries. These confined geometries allow for the study
of polymer molecules as they relate to polymer-surface interactions and the effect of
confinement on the motion of the chains. Many studies have shown how confinement of
polymer chains within thin films effects the mobility and dynamics of chains, and thus
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the glass transition temperature, Tg, of the polymer. High molecular weight (Mw > 350
kDa) polystyrene (PS) thin films exhibit a linear dependence on molecular weight, below
a critical thickness,35, 37-38, 41 while low Mw films show a non-linear, Mw independent Tg
reduction described by the empirical Keddie, Jones and Cory functional form.44-46 These
Tg confinement effects have been summarized by Roth et al.41
1.4.2. Hole Nucleation and Growth
The study of dynamics of rupture and hole formation in free-standing polymer
films has seen little attention in the literature. Hole formation in polymer thin films has
been attributed to a process similar to spinodal decomposition or by nucleation from
defects such as dust.36,

47

Hole formation has been addressed and the phenomena

quantified for films on a substrate such as in the case of dewetting.39, 48-54 Croll et al.
have developed a scaling for the nucleation of holes in free-standing films that utilizes a
capillary model and treats nucleation as a classic energy barrier problem.55 Further
examination into the dynamics and rupture of free-standing thin films will lead to a better
understanding of the physical properties involved in the nucleation mechanism and thin
film failure.
Previous studies on polymer dynamics in thin films have focused on the dewetting
of polymers from a surface, examining the growth rate of holes formed as well as the
developing shape of rims surrounding the holes.39, 47-50, 52-54, 56-64 Many of these studies
have relied on assumptions of a "frictionless surface" or neglect the effects of the surface
upon which the polymer dewets. Comparatively, much less work has been performed
analyzing the growth of holes in free-standing, polymeric thin films.36,

40, 43, 65-67

Dependent upon the temperature regime, holes have been found to grow linearly close to
12

the Tg of the polymer, or exponentially with time when well above the Tg. Debregeas et
al. probed the viscous bursting of thick, 5-50 µm suspended polydimethylsiloxane films,
and characterized the exponential growth of nucleated holes showing uniform thickening
of the film and an absence of a rim formed at the hole edge.68-69 Dutcher and coworkers,
studied the growth of holes in free-standing polystyrene (PS) thin films as a function of
molecular weight, film thickness and temperature, showing exponential hole growth
above the Tg.36, 40, 65-66 Xavier et al. show the growth of holes in exponential and linear
growth modes, with linear hole growth occurring as film thickness is decreased or the
temperature is decreased close to the Tg of the bulk polymer (Tgbulk).43 Roth et al. show
that this observed linear response, and the largest deviations from exponential growth at
early hole growth times, occur at higher Mw and at temperatures very close to Tgbulk,
resulting from an exponential decay of the initial long-lived transient response and
suggest this is due to the decay of elastic chain entanglements during the onset of shear
thinning.40 This linear regime was observed to transition to exponential growth at longer
times where large shear strain rates disentangle the chains rapidly, giving rise to the shear
thinning regime and a reduced viscosity.
1.4.3. Fiber Thinning and Breakup
The elasto-capillary thinning and breakup of viscoelastic filaments or fibers has
been studied and fibers are shown to thin exponentially with time.70-73 Fiber thinning is
driven by capillarity and is resisted by viscoelastic stresses.

In non-Newtonian

viscoelastic regimes, the transient extensional viscosity can play a significant role in the
dynamics of filament breakup. The evolution of fiber diameter and time to breakup can
be used to determine the material properties of the polymer melt.
13

Quantitative

observation of the ‘self-thinning’ of fibers, in the absence of external forces, can yield
measurements of the transient extensional viscosity, indicating strain hardening and
eventual steady-state extensional viscosity. Steady-state extensional viscosity should
scale with molecular weight in accordance to the Rouse-Zimm theory.
In ultra-thin polymer films, film thickness is comparable to the natural length
scale of a polymer chain, and can thus effect chain entanglement. As a film thickness
decreases, chains become more confined and exclude other chains from their pervaded
volume, resulting in reduced interchain entanglement density.

This change in

entanglement density in confined regimes can result in significant deviations in polymer
phase behavior and dynamics from that of the bulk. Si et al. examine chain entanglement
in free-standing polymer thin films by straining polystyrene films uniaxially and
observing a shear deformation zone indicated by necking.42 Thin films below a critical
thickness are found to be less entangled and thus yield further than films behaving like
bulk polymers. Therefore, ultra-thin polymer films offer a unique geometry in order to
probe confinement effects on entanglement density and thus yielding behavior.
1.5. Thesis Statement
The processes involved in fiber formation and breakup can yield insight into thin
film stability and polymer chain dynamics. By scrutinizing each of these steps in further
detail, physical properties will be investigated. Ultra-thin films and micro to nano-scale
fibers give access to regimes in which polymer chains are confined and thus physical
properties are expected to differ from those of the bulk. In addition, the growth of holes
as well as drawing of the film and fibers creates a high shear strain regime in which non-
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linear viscoelastic effects will arise. In this dissertation these interesting regimes will be
explored in high detail, with investigation into properties such as:
•

Dynamics of thin film stability and rupture/hole nucleation

•

High shear strain, shear thinning effects of hole growth

•

Polymer chain dynamics in entangled melts

•

Non-linear, viscoelastic capillary thinning of fibers

•

Confinement effects on entanglement density in the drawing and breakup of thin
films and fibers

•

Enhanced sensing and sensitivity allowed by the unique structure of suspended
fibers
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CHAPTER 2
HOLE NUCLEATION IN FREE-STANDING POLYSTYRENE ULTRA-THIN
FILMS
2.1. Introduction
Although the study of hole growth has been investigated, to date there exists a
lack of studies in the literature on the spontaneous nucleation of holes in free-standing,
polymer thin films. Reports investigating hole growth in free-standing films do not
specifically address the details of hole nucleation as studies mainly focus on the
mechanism of hole growth as discussed in further detail in Chapter 3. These reports
attribute two mechanisms to hole formation in the melt state: spontaneously through a
process analogous to spinodal decomposition or by nucleation from defects such as dust
(< 0.2 µm) or density inhomogeneities.36,

47

In most examples where hole growth is

studied, holes are nucleated with a heated scanning tunneling microscope tip, laser, or
needle. Hole formation in thin films has been addressed while on a substrate such as in
the case of dewetting.39,

48-54

Reiter and coworkers report on instabilities and the

development of holes in PS thin films on coated substrates and determine the number of
holes formed, Nh, has a power law dependence on film thickness, h, stated as NH ∝ hp,
where p ~ -4.50-51, 53 The formation of instabilities is attributed to Van der Waals forces
giving rise to a disjoining pressure which attempts to adjust and minimize the free energy
while the surface tension competes to maintain the flat film. Although assumptions are
made that this hole nucleation theory can be extended to free-standing thin films, given
that the models are based on frictionless surfaces or are independent of the substrate, no
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direct study has been performed. Investigating the dynamics of thin film stability and
rupture will lead to a new understanding of membrane failure and the mechanism of hole
nucleation. In this chapter, hole nucleation in free-standing, ultra-thin polymer films is
modeled using an energy barrier approach55 and estimates for this energy barrier are
made.
2.2. Results and Discussion
As previously mentioned, Reiter and coworkers have developed a scaling for the
hole nucleation and rupture of unstable, thin polymer films on various surfaces.50-51,

53

For a liquid film on a substrate, a competition between Van der Waals forces, giving rise
to a disjoining pressure, and viscous loss, due to a Poiseuille flow of the fluid, results in
fluctuations of the surface with a specific wavelength.

These undulating surface

modulations have a characteristic dimensionality of h2, and thus a hole density per area,
NH, which scales with thickness to the -4 power (NH ∝ hp, where p ~ -4), yielding a
scaling for the nucleation of holes.

Reiter also reports the spinodal decomposition

process, opposed to nucleation by defects, has an equal probability for hole nucleation at
all places in the film, thus hole nucleation is distributed randomly. Hole nucleation was
also observed to be independent of the annealing temperature.
2.2.1. Thin Film Preparation
The technique of flow coating was developed to fabricate polymer thin films with
controlled thickness gradients in the submicron to nanoscale regime.74 These films were
used for combinatorial, high-throughput analysis of thin film thickness effects on
phenomena such as block copolymer morphology,75-76 polymer blend phase behavior,77
17

7
dewetting,64, 78
and crazin
ng/fracture.799-80 Staffordd et al. thorooughly outlinned how to ccreate

grradient thick
kness polym
mer thin film
ms of desiredd scale by vvarying paraameters incluuding
velocity and acceleration
n of the stag
ge, concentrration and volume of poolymer soluttions,
7
an
nd device geeometry.61, 71
Gradient thickness ulltra-thin pollymer films in the subm
micron

to
o nanoscale regime weree fabricated via the "flow
w coating" ttechnique, inn which a beead of
polymer solu
ution is sandw
wiched betw
ween a bladee and is draw
wn across a substrate. For a
detailed description of fllow coating of samples for this stuudy, see Secction 8.1.1 iin the
Experimental
E
l Chapter. A schematic of thin film
m sample preeparation for hole nucleeation
ex
xperiments is
i given in Figure
F
2.1. For this studdy, gradientt thickness ppolystyrene ffilms,
frrom approximately 50 - 100 nm in thickness,
t
w
were cast usinng monodispperse polystyyrene
(P
PS, Mn = 40
00 kDa, Mw/M
Mn = 1.06, Alfa
A Aesar).. After flow
w coating, fillm thicknesss was
measured
m
acrross the film
m profile using interferoometry. Thee films weree then transfferred
on
nto patterned arrays of pillars (see Experimentaal Chapter, Section 8.1..4 for pillar array
faabrication an
nd characteriization). Fillms were driied and anneealed just beelow the Tg oof the
polymer undeer vacuum fo
or 24 h to rem
move water and residuall solvents.

Figure
F
2.1. Experimenta
E
al approach to
oward hole nnucleation vvia flow coatting and thinn film
melting.

2.2.2. Annealing Experriments
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In order to probe hole nucleation in free-standing, ultra-thin films, numerous
annealing experiments on 400 kDa PS films were carried out at various thicknesses
between 50 and 100 nm. Ultra-thin PS film samples were annealed using an enclosed
Linkham LTS350 microscopy thermal stage and a Zeiss Axio Imager M2m optical
microscope at 50× magnification for imaging.

A specific area of a film with a

corresponding thickness was selected for imaging in each experiment. The variation of
thickness over the resultant images was approximately ±0.16 nm, for a film with a 50 nm
gradient thickness over a 45 mm width. Samples were taken from room temperature and
heated quickly (30 °C/min) to the annealing temperature, 130 °C, for Mn = 400 kDa
samples, and held at this temperature while hole formation occurred. Optical microscopy
was used to take images of hole formation over time for a given thickness, typically at a
rate of 2 fps for 30 min, over the annealing experiment. The density of nucleated holes,
ρH, was calculated by counting the number of holes initiated in the annealed samples in a
given area. All holes in a given sample typically initiated instantaneously, within the
limitations of this experiment. Images of various thickness films (h = 55 – 87 nm)
directly after the hole nucleation event are shown in Figure 2.2. As the film thickness
increases, hole density correspondingly decreases.
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Figure 2.2. Optical miccroscopy of various
v
thickkness films sshowing holle nucleationn, in
order of inccreasing thick
kness (h = 55, 62, 64, 700, 75, 87 nm
m, respectivelly, 400 kDa PS)
correspondin
c
ng to decreaasing hole deensity, ρH. T
The red unifoorm circles inn the imagess are
the supportting pillars, 15
1 μm in diaameter with 775 μm spaciing.
2.2.3. Hole Density
D
Verrsus Thickn
ness
The hole
h
density of various annealed
a
thinn film sampples can thenn be comparred to
he parent film
m thickness. Figure 2.3
3 shows the hole nucleattion data plootted as a loog-log
th
grraph and fittted with a power law (N
NH ∝ h-4) ussing least-sqquares-regresssion. As cllearly
sh
hown, a -4 power
p
law do
oes not repreesent the datta very accurrately, and pprovides eviddence
th
hat the obserrved hole nu
ucleation meechanism is oobeying a sttronger scaliing, which w
would
co
orrespond to
o a fit with a higher pow
wer and thus a steeper “sslope”. Thiss stronger sccaling
iss attributed to
t the two su
urfaces of th
he free-standding film inffluencing hoole nucleationn. In
co
ontrast to Po
oiseuille flow
w, a free-staanding film w
would be exppected to unndergo plug flow,
an
nd therefore the power law
l scaling of
o Reiter is nnot in fact a clear expecctation. Thuus this
data suggestss that the nuccleation of holes
h
in thinn free-standinng polymer films in thee melt
sttate should not
n be consid
dered in the same mannner as unstabble, rupturingg films on a solid
20

surface. Even with these models only considering surface modulations of the supported
films, i.e. independent of substrate surface energy or morphology, they do not adequately
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describe hole nucleation in free-standing films.
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Figure 2.3. Hole density, ρH, as a function of film thickness, h, for 400 kDa PS samples,
T = 130 °C, with a -4 power law (ρH ~ h-4) determined by least-squares-regression
applied.
To better show the fit of the power law to the hole nucleation data and the
stronger scaling, multiple power laws are fit to the data and shown in Figure 2.4. The
given fit in Figure 2.3 (solid fit in Figure 2.4) provides the minimum value for the
reduced chi-squared statistic. The power itself can be allowed to float in the leastsquares-regression determination and a power law of ρH ∝ h-7.69 is calculated (dashed fit
in Figure 2.4). This fit result is further evidence that the hole nucleation mechanism
obeys a stronger scaling, thus a model that captures the energetics of both surfaces in
free-standing films is needed.
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Figure 2.4. Hole density as a function of film thickness, for 400 kDa PS samples,
showing the -4 power law and a fit obtained allowing the power to vary, both determined
using least-squares-regression.

2.2.4. Hole Nucleation Model in Free-standing Films
In order to determine an improved model, the nucleation of holes in a freestanding polymer film can be considered as a balance of free energy. A suspended
polymer film in the melt/fluid state is metastable; however there is an energy barrier
resisting breakup of the film. A schematic representation of the free energy balance of
hole nucleation is depicted in Figure 2.5. The free energy, F, of a hole formed in a freestanding film can be written as:
2
F = −2επRhole
+ Γ2πRhole

(2.1)

where -2επRhole2 represents the loss of surface energy from the two circular areas of the
film where the hole is generated and Γ is an edge tension of the hole.55 A hole created
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th
hrough the thickness
t
off a film shou
uld have ann energy cosst of the new
wly formedd hole
ed
dge, thus Γ = cεh, with c being a geeometric facttor of 1, andd the newly fformed hole edge
has an energy
y of Γ2πRholee.

Figure 2.5. Schematic of the free energy
e
of a ffree-standingg film beforee and after hole
nucleationn.
From this free energy
e
mod
del, expresseed in Equaation 2.1, C
Croll et al. have
developed a scaling
s
for th
he nucleation of holes thhat considerrs hole nucleeation as a cllassic
en
nergy barrieer problem, in
i which thee number off nucleated hholes, NH, thhus the densiity of
holes, ρH, can
n be expresseed as a Boltzzmann distribbution:

⎛ F* ⎞
⎟
T ⎟⎠
⎝ kT

ρH ∝ a exp⎜⎜ −

(2.2)

where
w
a is thee attempt freequency, F* is the energgy barrier forr creating a hole, and k is the
Boltzmann
B
co
onstant.55 Given
G
the geo
ometry of a hhole, the eneergy barrier ccan be writteen as:
F * = πΓ 2 2ε = πεc 2 h 2 / 2

(2.3)

uttilizing the simple assu
umption of the
t edge tennsion (Γ = ccεh). Therefore, with a film
th
hickness of 50
5 nm and su
urface tensio
on of 32.8 m
mN/m at 1300 °C,81 the ennergy barrierr, F*,
iss expected to
o be about 10
0-16 J.
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In order to examine the free energy model for hole nucleation, the hole nucleation
density data from Figure 4 is plotted in Figure 6 as log(ρh) as a function of the square of
thickness, h2. The capillary model and energy barrier scaling shown in Equation 2.2 was
applied to the data in Figure 2.6. The data in this investigation encompasses a range up
to a greater thickness (53 – 100 nm) than that investigated by the study of Croll et al. (~
20 – 70 nm). While the energy barrier model agrees remarkably well with the hole
nucleation data in this lower range, hole nucleation data above ~ 80 nm begins to deviate
from the pure exponential scaling, approaching an asymptotic limit of hole density. With
the addition of an offset hole density value (5.5 × 10-8 Holes/m2), the exponential
function maintains the same “slope” and agreement in thinner films and captures this
limit seen in films above ~ 80 nm. This minimum hole density suggests that other
mechanisms for hole nucleation must be considered above a certain film thickness. In
this thicker regime, the energy barrier becomes large, thus nucleation from additional
effects may dominate, such as nucleation from inhomogeneities in the film, like those of
residual density fluctuations from the casting of films. Both the pure exponential scaling
characterizing the thinner regime as well as the offset exponential fit are given for
reference in Figure 2.6, both calculated using least-squares-regression. As shown, the fits
vary only slightly and do not significantly affect the energy barrier calculation discussed
below.
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Figure 2.6. Hole density, ρH, as a function of the square of film thickness, h2, for 400
kDa PS samples of varying thickness, T = 130 °C. The data is fit using Equation 2.2,
both with and without an asymptotic limit.
The data is well fit by the energy barrier model of Equation 2.2 giving a value of
F*/kT = 4.4, corresponding to a nucleation event that occurs readily and frequently.
Calculating F* from the exponential curve fit of this data gives a value for F* of 2.50 ×
10-20 J for a 50 nm thick film. Though the data qualitatively agrees with the fit curve
from Equation 9, the calculated value for F* is lower than the predicted energy barrier of
10-16 J, indicating that another driving force is influencing hole nucleation. Croll et al.
discuss this hole nucleation model and make a comparison between PS films and
PS/polymethyl methacrylate block copolymer (PS-b-PMMA) films with disordered,
cylindrical, and lamellar morphologies.55 Their hole nucleation data gives a free energy
barrier of approximately 1.5 × 10-20 J for a 40 nm thick film, which is remarkably close to
the calculated value from the data in the present study (F* = 1.57 × 10-20 J for h = 40
nm), and deviates from the simple prediction of 10-16 J in the same manner. This
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difference from the theoretical value of the energy barrier shows that the free energy of
the capillary model (Equation 2.1) captures just the general scaling. These markedly
reproducible deviations can be attributed to the attempt frequency, a, having some
dependence upon thickness. This difference in calculated energy barriers may also result
from an effective surface energy which is dependent on thickness, due to this change in
thickness modifying the disjoining pressure. Additionally, nucleation from defects could
work to lower the energy barrier of nucleation.

In the thinner film thickness regime,

where the data is well described by the energy barrier scaling, nucleation from defects are
unlikely to be an influence of the lowered energy barrier, due to the replication of the
same free energy barrier over numerous experiments conducted between this present
study and Croll et al., where samples were created with different polymers and with
different experimental conditions. However, as stated earlier, the asymptotic limit of
hole density observed in thicker films is likely to be influenced by nucleation from
inhomogeneities as the energy barrier becomes large. Although the attempt frequency
prefactor is not quantitative, hole nucleation in this study scales well with the simple
capillary model. A more detailed molecular model that captures the attempt frequency
variations is needed to quantitatively understand the nucleation mechanism in freestanding thin films.
In order to further examine the dependency of hole density on experimental
variables, hole density was measured for a series of samples with varying molecular
weights and pillar spacings. Figure 2.7 shows measured hole density as a function of Mw
for two different pillar spacings.

According to the simple free energy model for

nucleation of a hole, surface energy and edge tension dominate. Since bending of an
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interface to nucleate a hole is neither more energetically favorable nor unfavorable for a
given polymer, hole nucleation should be independent of molecular weight. Croll et al.
show how this is not the case however for diblock copolymers, where the anisotropy of
chain architecture in the film causes an increased edge tension, hindering hole
nucleation.55 Accordingly, hole density was found to be independent of Mw, with values
varying between 15 – 20 holes/104 µm2, which is within the error of the experiment.
Samples with varying Mw’s were tested at a thickness of 65 nm, which is within the
regime below ~ 80 nm where the capillary model predicts exponential dependence on
thickness. Thus a slight change in thickness between samples could cause the variation
seen between different Mw samples. Additionally, influences on nucleation by defects
such as inhomogeneities could also play a role in this variance.
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Figure 2.7. Hole density, ρH, as a function of Mw for two different pillar spacings (h = 65
nm).
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Figure 2.8 shows measured hole density as a function of pillar spacing for
samples of constant thickness and Mw. Due to the geometry of a free film suspended
between pillars, available area for the nucleation of holes scales with pillar spacing. Hole
density therefore scales as

ρH =

⎛ d2 ⎞
NH
NH
N
∝
∝
H⎜
⎜1 − πp 2 ⎟⎟
area ⎛ d 2 ⎞
⎝
⎠
⎜⎜ 2
⎟
2 ⎟
⎝ d − πp ⎠

(2.4)

where d is pillar spacing and p is pillar radius. A further description of the suspended
film with respect to pillar geometry is given in Section 4.2.3.

The scaling in Equation

2.4 is applied to the hole density data in Figure 2.8 and agrees reasonably. Outside of this
scaling, no influence of pillars and thus pillar spacing is expected. This lack of pillar
influence on hole nucleation is evidenced by optical microscopy where holes in this study
nucleate randomly in the film (see Figure 2.2), as expected by the energy barrier
mechanism akin to spinodal decomposition. Additionally, variance of hole density with
respect to pillar spacing is minor, as compared to the exponential dependency of hole
density on thickness below ~ 80 nm.
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Figure 2.8. Hole density, ρH, as a function of pillar spacing, d (400 kDa PS, h = 65 nm).

2.3. Conclusions
A simple capillary model was applied to the analysis of hole nucleation. The
scaling predicts the relationship between hole nucleation and thickness well, however
quantitative measurements of the energy barrier for hole nucleation did not match the
theoretical values. Hole nucleation data yields an energy barrier of 2.45 × 10-20 J which
deviates from the predicted value of 10-16 J for a 50 nm film. This deviation is lower than
expected, indicating the influence of an additional driving force and could be attributed to
the variation of surface tension and attempt frequency with thickness. The collected hole
nucleation density data did not fit with the standard hole nucleation theory (NH ∝ h-4) in
the literature from the study of thin film rupture and dewetting where surface
modulations from Van der Waals forces are considered, indicating nucleation in freestanding thin films must be approached with different considerations.
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CHAPTER 3
3. HOLE GROWTH IN FREE-STANDING POLYSTYRENE ULTRA-THIN
FILMS

3.1. Introduction
The growth of holes in free-standing, ultra-thin polymer films is probed atop
lithographically patterned arrays of microscale pillars. The growth is shown to be an
exponential expansion of the holes in a shear thinning, high shear strain regime,
unencumbered by the pillar array substrate. Ultra-thin films of polystyrene (between 50
and 100 nm) cast via flow coating are suspended atop lithographically patterned arrays of
pillars. The films are then annealed above the glass transition temperature to study the
growth of holes via optical microscopy. Image analysis is performed to measure the hole
radius as a function of time. Holes are found to grow exponentially with time in a nonlinear viscoelastic, shear thinning regime under high shear strain. Additionally, the
dependence of shear viscosity on Mw, thickness, and pillar spacing is examined and
trends are observed. These trends in the viscosity of expanding holes are compared to
studies in the literature and are found to be in good agreement.
3.2. Results and Discussion
3.2.1. Annealing Experiment
Ultra-thin PS film samples of various thicknesses and molecular weights (Table
3.1) were annealed and imaged over time. Samples were taken from room temperature
and heated quickly (30 °C/min) to the annealing temperature, 130 °C, for Mn = 400 kDa
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saamples, and
d held at this temperatu
ure while hhole formation and exppansion occuurred.
Samples of otther molecular weights were
w annealled at temperratures (1166, 161, 196 °C for
nd 6,000 kD
Da, respectively) to matcch the zero shhear rate visscosity, η0, oof this
123, 2,000, an
xperiment (1
1.73 × 109 Pa·s), calculaated using thee empirical V
VFT equatioon
ex

⎛ TA ⎞
⎟⎟
⎝ T − T0 ⎠

η0 (T ) = A exp⎜⎜

(3.1)

where
w
TA = 2022 K and T0 = 311 K and
a determinned from thee value η0 = 1.2 × 1011 Pa·s at
T = 119.4 °C
C for 600 kD
Da PS, and sccaled using η0 ~ Mw3.4.82-83 Opticall microscopyy was
used to take images
i
of hole expansio
on over timee, typically aat a rate of 2 fps for 30 min,
ov
ver the ann
nealing expeeriment. Fig
gure 3.1 shhows imagess of hole exxpansion as time
ellapses just after hole nuccleation, for a representaative sample.

w
Mn, polydispersit
p
ty index, Mw/Mn, film thhickness, h, aand
Table 3.1. Molecular weight,
annealin
ng temperatu
ure, T, for thhe hole expannsion study.
Mw/Mn
Mn (kDa)
h
123
1.08
65b
400
1.06
533a, 65c, 80a, 1100a
65b
2000
1.20
65b
6000
1.22
a
Tested on arrrays with 75
5 μm pillar spacings.
s
b
Tested on arrrays with 25
5 and 75 μm
m pillar spaciings.
c
Tested on arrrays with 15
5, 25, 35, an
nd 75 μm pilllar spacings..
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T (°C)
116
130
161
196

Figure 3.1. Optical microscopy showing hole expansion over time, with the initial frame
at t = 3 s after hole nucleation and each subsequent frame advancing 2 s, for a
representative sample (h = 65 nm, 400 kDa PS).
A novel image analysis technique developed for the acquisition of suspended
fiber properties, such as diameter, orientation and branching, was applied to images of
growing holes to identify, track, and measure individual hole radii (see Experimental
Section 8.1.2).84 Hole radius was measured as a function of time as soon as holes could
be optically resolved, typically ~ 0.5 μm in diameter, then normalized against their initial
respective radii. Figure 3.2 shows a representative example of hole radius as a function
of time, Rhole(t), for a hole expansion experiment with a parent film of 400 kDa PS,
having a thickness of 65 nm. Initial exponential growth is seen, followed by a decay in
growth, corresponding to holes impinging upon each other and the pillar array. This
impingement is illustrated by the dashed line in Figure 3.2, where the leading holes edges
can be visually observed to contact each other and supporting pillars in optical
microscopy images. The onset of this decay in growth and the point at which holes begin
to compete for space to grow occurs just before this impingement point, at the midpoint
transition, (Rhole/R0 = 0.5). The curve in Figure 3.2 is from an average of hole data from
at minimum five representative holes and is fitted with both exponential growth and
decay curves, before and after the midpoint transition, respectively. The fits for both
exponential curves are given. Similar exponential growth curves (see Figures 3.3-3.6)
were attained for all samples in this study (Table 3.1), yielding viscosity values at the
hole edge, as discussed in detail in the next section.
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Figure 3.2. Normalized hole radius as a function of time showing both exponential
growth of holes, followed by exponential decay in growth at the midpoint transition
(Rhole/R0 = 0.5), after impingement with other holes as well as pillars (h = 65 nm, 400 kDa
PS, T = 130 °C). The dashed line is given to indicate where holes visually impinge upon
the pillars as seen by optical microscopy.

3.2.2. Exponential Growth Law for Hole Expansion
Hole expansion is driven by an energy balance between a surface tension stress
pulling the hole open and viscous dissipation within the film resisting flow.

An

exponential growth law for the radius of a hole, Rhole(t), with respect to time t, has been
developed and confirmed experimentally:36, 40, 43, 65, 69

(

Rhole (t ) = R0 exp t τ

τ flow = ηh ε
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flow

)

(3.2)
(3.3)

where R0 is the initial hole radius, τflow is the characteristic growth time, η is the viscosity
at the hole edge, h is the film thickness, and ε is the surface tension of the polymer-air
interface, with ε for PS at different temperatures calculated using the equation81

ε = −0.072(T − 20 ) + 40.7

(3.4)

with ε in mN/m for T in degrees Celsius. This surface tension gives a shear stress σ =
2ε/h and produces a shear strain rate at the hole edge of γ& = 2/τ.
Figures 3.3 through 3.6 are included to show exponential hole growth curves for
all samples tested. Curves are generated from an average of hole data from at minimum
five representative holes. Hole radius data is first normalized with respect to initial hole
radius, R0, then plotted versus time. The data was then fit to the exponential growth
equation, Rhole(t) = Aet/τ, to obtain the characteristic growth time, τ. The data is next
plotted as ln[R(t)/R(τ)] versus t/τ, to normalize data such that long time regions of data
overlap, where exponential growth occurs. Exponential growth curves yield viscosity
values at the hole edge for each sample, as visualized by the slope of the long time
regions in plot b of Figures 3.3 through 3.6. Figure 3.3 compares the hole growth in thin
film samples of the same thickness and Mw (h = 65 nm, 400 kDa PS) on pillar arrays with
varying spacings (25, 35, and 75 µm). The hole growth curves show no significant
deviation as the pillar spacings are changed, giving evidence that the supporting pillars do
not affect hole growth rates in any appreciable amount.
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Figure 3.3. Normalized radius, Rhole/R0, versus time (a) as well as ln[R(t)/R(τ)] versus t/τ
(b) for exponentially expanding holes with varying pillar spacings (h = 65 nm, Mw = 400
kDa), showing no correlation of pillar spacings on hole growth rates.
Figure 3.4 shows hole growth in thin films with a constant larger pillar spacing
and Mw (75 µm, 400 kDa PS) with varying parent film thicknesses. As can be seen in
Figure 3.4b, once normalized by the characteristic growth time, which is dependent upon
thickness (τ = ηh/ε), the growth curves collapse onto each other at long times. This
indicates that viscosity does indeed scale indirectly with film thickness according to the
exponential growth law given in Equations 3.2 and 3.3.
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Figure 3.4. Normalized radius, Rhole/R0, versus time (a) as well as ln[R(t)/R(τ)] versus t/τ
(b) for exponentially expanding holes with varying parent film thicknesses and pillar
spacings of 75 μm, Mw = 400 kDa.
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Figure 3.5 shows hole growth in thin films with a constant larger pillar spacing
and thickness (25 µm, h = 65 nm) with varying Mw. Curves of varying molecular weights
(Figures 3.5 and 3.6) condensed onto single plots cannot be compared directly due to
varied conditions for experiments affecting their corresponding shear strain rate. Once
viscosity values are calculated and shear strain is properly normalized, hole growth
between samples with varying Mw can be compared. Figure 3.5b does however show that
there is no measurable dependence of Mw on the characteristic timescale values, and thus
the overlap in slopes at higher times, which is consistent with the lack of dependence of
the viscosity on Mw in the shear thinning regime, where viscosity is dominated by
entanglements.65, 85
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Figure 3.5. Normalized radius, Rhole/R0, versus time (a) as well as ln[R(t)/R(τ)] versus t/τ
(b) for exponentially expanding holes with varying Mw and pillar spacings of 75 μm, h =
65 nm.
Another characteristic seen in both Figures 3.5 and 3.6 is an initial linear growth
of hole radius. The initial linear response persists for the longest times and is most
pronounced at lower annealing temperatures, thus lower Mw in these experiments, where
elastic effects can contribute significantly. In polymer melts of linear chains, an elastic
36

response is due to the entanglements between chains.40 According to reputation theory,8687

initial entanglements will persist up to one reptation time, then are lost. In a high shear

strain rate regime, new entanglements will not have a chance to form, resulting in a
decrease in the density of entanglements to a steady-state value, characterized by a
reduced viscosity η( γ& ).88-89 This reduced viscosity is characterized by the slope of the
overlapping data in Figures 3.5b and 3.6b at longer times.
Figure 3.6 shows hole growth in thin films with a constant smaller pillar spacing
and thickness (75 µm, h = 65 nm) with varying Mw. The hole growth observed on pillar
arrays with a smaller spacing is similar to that shown on larger spaced arrays (Figure
3.5). The one noticeable difference in data collected is that holes impinge upon pillars
more quickly at smaller spacings, thus the collection of hole growth data is limited to a
shorter time period.
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Figure 3.6. Normalized radius, Rhole/R0, versus time (a) as well as ln[R(t)/R(τ)] versus t/τ
(b) for exponentially expanding holes with varying Mw and pillar spacings of 25 μm, h =
65 nm.
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3.2.3. Shear Thinning During Hole Expansion
At higher viscosities, lower temperatures, and higher molecular weights, the
importance of nonlinear viscoelastic effects such as shear thinning becomes greater.88, 90
Shear thinning is described as a power law of the viscosity normalized by the zero shear
rate viscosity, giving the reduced viscosity, η/η0, versus the reduced shear strain rate, β:

log⎛⎜ η ⎞⎟ = −d log β
⎝ η0 ⎠

(3.5)

where the power law exponent, d, in the bulk is typically ~ 0.8 in the shear thinning
regime,88 experimentally found to be between ~ 0.65 and 0.78 by Dutcher and
coworkers.36, 40, 65-66 The reduced shear strain rate is defined as:

β =

η 0 M w γ&
ρ R mol T

(3.6)

where Rmol is the molar gas constant and ρ is the density of the polymer, with ρ for PS at
different temperatures calculated using the equation91-92

ρ = 1.0865 − 6.19 × 10 −4 T + 0.136 × 10 −6 T 2

(3.7)

with ρ in g/cm3 for T in degrees Celsius. Next, the specific variables that influence the
reduced shear strain rate will be examined individually, in order to determine the
dependency of the reduced viscosity on these properties.
Figure 3.7 shows the reduced viscosity at the hole edge, as calculated from the
hole growth experiments, for all samples in Table 3.1, as a function of the reduced shear
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strain rate. The data in Figure 3.7 is fitted with a power law determined by least-squaresregression to give a slope of -0.73±0.05 which is slightly smaller than the bulk value of 0.8, but fits well within the previous given range of literature values (d = 0.65 – 0.78).
The deviation of data from the trend at large Mw (2 and 6 MDa), is thought to be
contributions of additional driving forces, such as from weak residual strain in the film
due to suspension or from residual stresses remnant from the flow coating process.
Annealing films for long times over Tg could be applied in further studies to ensure
equilibration of residual stresses and molecular conformations within the films.
However, strain due to suspension is unavoidable for the purpose of thin film melting for
the eventual fabrication of suspended fibers in this architecture. These additional stresses
could add to the effective surface tension (η ~ τflowε/h) and would be expected to play a
more significant role at higher values of Mw.
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Figure 3.7. Reduced viscosity, η/η0, versus reduced shear strain rate, β, for samples with
varying molecular weight (●), thickness (▲), and pillar spacing (♦). Data from the
present study is fitted by least-squares-regression to give a slope of -0.73±0.05.
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3.3. Conclusions
The growth of holes in free-standing polystyrene ultra-thin films was studied
using optical microscopy.

The growth of holes was determined to be exponential,

corresponding to a viscous flow, in a shear thinning dominated, nonlinear viscoelastic,
high shear strain regime. Calculated trends in reduced viscosity versus reduced shear
strain rate agree with and match previous studies in the literature. Shear viscosity was
found to be independent of Mw due to hole expansion occurring in a shear thinning
regime, where viscosity is dominated by the effects of entanglements. An initial linear
regime of hole expansion was found to be more prevalent at lower experiment
temperatures, corresponding to increase in the contributions of elastic effects. Pillar
spacing was shown to not effect hole growth or corresponding calculated viscosity
values.
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Furthermore, in this chapter control over the fabrication of oriented, suspended
fibers in interconnected networks with parameters such as fiber diameter and the
patterning of the substrate is explored. Polymer thin films with a controlled, gradient
thickness (~ 20 – 120 nm) are suspended from lithographically patterned substrates
comprised of microscale pillar arrays. The films are annealed above the glass transition
temperature (Tg) forming polymer fibers suspended between the patterned pillars. These
drawing fibers are quenched before fibers begin to breakup. The resultant fiber diameter
can be controlled by tuning the parent film thickness and the pillar spacing. Moreover,
by orthogonally combining gradient thickness films with various pillar spacings a
combinatorial landscape is provided which allows these two parameters to be rapidly
explored. This thin film melting approach represents the initial developments towards
fabrication of suspended micro and nanofiber networks with specific two-dimensional
architectures in three-dimensional devices.
4.2. Results and Discussion
4.2.1. Elasto-capillary Fiber Thinning
Ultra-thin film samples with varying thicknesses were annealed and imaged over
time. Film samples were taken from room temperature and heated quickly (30 °C/min) to
the annealing temperature, 130 °C, for Mn = 400 kDa samples, and held at this
temperature while hole formation, subsequent expansion, fiber formation, and thinning
occurred. Samples of other molecular weights were annealed at temperatures (116, 161,
196 °C for 123, 2000, and 6000 kDa, respectively) to match the zero shear rate viscosity,
η0, of this experiment (1.73 × 109 Pa·s), calculated using the empirical VFT equation as
given in Equation 3.1.

Upon heating above the Tg of the polymer, random hole
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nucleation occurs spontaneously in the suspended films according to the free energy
balance for hole nucleation reported in Chapter 2.55 These holes then expand at an
exponential rate due to surface tension driven capillary forces competing with viscous
dissipation resisting the flow of the polymer.36,

40, 65-66, 68-69

As these holes expand,

eventually they impinge upon other holes, where the hole edges meet, forming suspended
"bridges" or fibers. The thinning of these fibers will now be considered in further detail.
The elasto-capillary thinning and breakup of slender viscoelastic filaments or
fibers has been studied in detail.70-72, 93 For viscous Newtonian fluids, the timescale for
capillary thinning can be expressed as the capillary time tcap = η0R/σ, where η0 is the
viscosity, R is the radius, and σ is the surface tension. Figure 4.2 shows models for
commonly observed modes of capillary thinning in fluid fibers.

The model for a

Newtonian fluid is shown to thin linearly versus time. However, in elasto-capillary
thinning, fibers neck down and elongate due to capillarity and undergo strong extensional
flows which result in large deformations of the polymer molecules leading to large elastic
stresses. These elastic stresses cause resistance to flow of the fiber resulting in non-linear
thinning over time. Models for the viscoelastic thinning of capillary fibers will be
described which capture this exponential decay of thinning.
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Figure 4.2.
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The total deformation at a given time can be given as the Henky strain:

ε (t ) = ∫ ε& (t ′)dt ′ = 2 ln (R0 Rmid (t ))
t

0

(4.2)

Equation 4.1 can be rewritten to obtain a prediction for how the radius of a viscoelastic
fluid filament will decay with time:

Rmid ⎛ GR0 ⎞
=⎜
⎟
R0
⎝ 2σ ⎠

1

3

exp(− t 3λ Z )

(4.3)

This model for the evolution of a viscoelastic fluid filament as a function of time is
shown in Figure 4.3a. The evolution of fiber radius versus time was measured for fibers
formed from films with various molecular weights and thicknesses. A representative plot
of fiber evolution, showing the exponential decay of fiber radius versus time, for a
sample with 100 nm thickness and Mw = 400 kDa, is given in Figure 4.3b. Each data
point in the exponential decay curves is from an average of fiber radii from a minimum of
five representative fibers. The Rmid(t)/R0 curve is fitted via an exponential decay function
and accurately depicts the exponential decay of fiber radius for each sample.
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the radius behavior over the two thinning regimes. Figure 4.4 shows a representative plot
of fiber thinning behavior with the model Equation 4.4 applied, clearly showing both the
initial exponential decay of fiber diameter then the linear response at long times.

Rmid (μm)
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1
0
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1500
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t (s)

Figure 4.4. Representative data for the evolution of fiber radius as a function of time, in a
semi-log plot, exhibiting two regimes of thinning: exponential at early times and linear at
long times (h = 65 nm, 400 kDa PS). Equation 4.4 was fitted to the data using leastsquares-regression.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are included to show exponential thinning of fiber radii for all
samples tested. Curves are generated from an average of fiber data from at minimum five
representative fibers. Very little variance is seen between the thinning of fibers with
varying parent film thickness, showing fibers thinned similarly for samples of the same
Mw, regardless of their initial strain regimes. This independence of initial strain regime is
consistent with the Oldroyd-B and FENE dumbbell models, in which the extension rate is
dependent upon the relaxation time constant.
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Figure 4.5. The evolution of fiber radius as a function of time, on a semi-log plot, for
samples of varying parent film thicknesses (400 kDa PS, pillar spacing was 25 µm).
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Figure 4.6. The evolution of fiber radius as a function of time, on a semi-log plot, for
samples of varying Mw (h = 65 nm, pillar spacing was 25 µm).
The transient extensional rheology of the PS samples is contained within the fiber
radius evolution data, and can be reexamined in the form of the transient extensional
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viscosity or apparent extensional viscosity, η app . The forces on the filament form a
balance of viscous and viscoelastic stresses with the capillary pressure, thus by
substituting Equation 4.1, η app is determined to be:

η app =

Δτ σ Rmid (t )
−σ
=
=
ε&
2dRmid dt
ε&(t )

(4.5)

where Δτ is the tensile stress difference on the filament and ε& is the corresponding strain
rate.70,

72

Thus η app is inversely related to the first derivative of the fiber radius.

Experimental data of fiber radius over time was differentiated in order to determine the
evolution of apparent extensional viscosity. In Figure 4.7, η app is plotted versus Henky
strain for samples with varying molecular weights and parent film thicknesses, thus
different initial strain regimes. These initial strain regimes were studied in Chapter 3
where shear viscosity values, for initial hole expansion towards the formation of fibers,
were on the order of 106 Pa·s with shear strain rates of approximately 0.5 s-1.84 The
resultant Trouton ratio values for the present study would range between 101 and 104,
consistent with Anna and McKinley’s findings for thinning of elasto-capillary
filaments.70

It is apparent that a steady-state extensional viscosity plateau was not

observed in these fiber thinning experiments. A higher Henky strain regime could yield
these values however in the current investigation, fiber networks typically began to fail
before the observation of a steady-state plateau. The evolution in η app for samples of
varying parent film thicknesses did not change greatly, indicating fibers thinned
similarly, for samples of the same Mw, regardless of the differences in their initial strain
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regimes.

This observation is consistent with experimental observation of capillary

breakup of polymer solutions and melts and with the predictions of constitutive models
like the Oldroyd-B and FENE dumbbell models discussed previously.
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Figure 4.7. Apparent extensional viscosity, η app , versus Henky strain, for samples with
varying molecular weights (a) and thicknesses (b). Samples with varying Mw had a
constant parent film thickness of h = 65 nm, whereas samples with varying thickness had
a constant Mw = 400 kDa; pillar spacing was 25 µm.

4.2.2. Fiber Formation – Analysis of Resultant Fiber Radius and Yield
In order to study fiber formation and the control over resultant fiber radius,
gradient thickness PS thin films from ~ 30 – 120 nm were annealed, then quenched after
fiber formation at a controlled time of drawing. The gradient thickness thin films,
coupled with a pillar array containing multiple pillar spacings in an orthogonal direction,
allows for the combinatorial study of fiber radius allowing a large range of these
parameters to be explored rapidly. Film thickness and pillar spacing were varied in order
to determine a relationship between these properties and resultant fiber radius and yield.
Films in this experiment were thermally annealed for 30 min at 150 °C, well above the Tg
of the bulk PS polymer (~ 100 °C). The films were then cooled down to quench thinning.
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Optical microscopy images were then taken across the array, corresponding to specific
film thickness and pillar spacings. Image analysis was developed and utilized to measure
fiber radius and yield through this vast collection of data (see Experimental Chapter,
Section 8.1.2). A developed volume scaling of fiber radius and yield versus parent film
thickness and pillar spacing was applied and found to fit the trends in data well.
4.2.3. Analysis of Fiber Properties
Parent film thickness and pillar spacing were varied in order to better understand
their effects on fiber radius and yield. Both film thickness h, and post spacing d, will
directly affect fiber radius. The volume of a fiber is approximately equal to the length,
the pillar spacing d, times its cross-sectional area, πR2, where R is the radius. The volume
of a polymer film between pillars in a square array is given by the thickness h, multiplied
by the area, d2. Assuming the polymer in a unit cell melts into two uniform fibers, the
fiber volume and film volume are roughly equal, thus a relationship for the fiber radius
versus pillar spacing can be derived as shown:

d
d

2πR2d ≅ d 2h

(4.6)

R ≅ (hd / 2π )

(4.7)

1

2

This relationship shows that fiber radius is proportional to the square root of both film
thickness and pillar spacing. As the film thickness increases or the spacing between posts
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becomes larger, more volume of polymer is available for fiber formation, thus the
resultant fiber radius is expected to be larger. This simple scaling does not however
account for volume of polymer left on top of pillars to form a cap. If we neglect this
volume, making an assumption that polymer does not flow from these caps into resultant
fibers, the volume scaling can be written as:

[(

)

R = (d + 2 p ) − πp 2 h 2πd
2

]

1

2

(4.8)

where p is the radius of a pillar (~ 15 µm).
Data was collected to verify the relationship between the resultant fiber radius and
the parent thin film thickness, holding the pillar spacing constant. Abutting images were
taken across a film sample space in order to obtain fiber property values corresponding to
the gradient film thickness. Figure 4.8 shows fiber radius values (0.99 to 1.39 µm) for PS
thin films with a range of film thicknesses from ~ 35 to 120 nm. Regression using the
previously described volume balance (Equation 4.8, while allowing for volume of
polymer atop pillars) with weight given by error was performed, exhibiting a dependence
of fiber radius on film thickness (χ2red = 0.052), shown by the fitting curve in Figure 4.8.
Performing analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests confirms that fiber radius is in fact
dependent upon film thickness with a high certainty (p < 0.0001), and fiber radius is
proportional to the square root of film thickness, as can be seen in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8. Measured midpoint fiber radius, Rmid, versus film thickness, h, for a pillar
spacing of 15 µm, fit with the volume scaling given in Equation 4.8.
The geometry of the pillar arrays has a large impact on fiber properties such as
radius, orientation, and yield.

As discussed above, fiber radius is expected to be

proportional to the square root of pillar spacing. Gradient thickness thin films (~ 50 – 90
nm) were cast on an array containing regions with pillar spacings of 15, 25, and 35 µm,
with pillars ~ 15 µm in diameter. Representative images of fibers with these three
different pillar spacings are shown in Figures 4.9a, 4.9b, and 4.9c, respectively. If the
controlled variables, film thickness and pillar spacing, are used with the scaling
relationship discussed earlier (Equation 4.8), the expected fiber radius can be calculated.
When the measured fiber radius, Rmid, is plotted versus the calculated fiber radius, a
relationship can be determined which is expected to be linear with a slope of one (Figure
4.9d), independent of pillar spacing. The fiber radius values do indeed fit a linear trend
versus the calculated radius values (χ2red = 0.0029, p < 0.0001). The calculated slope is
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1.12 which deviates sligh
htly from thee expected sslope of one,, but this cann be attributted to
yield effects versus
v
film thickness
t
and
d pillar spaccing as discuussed next.
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number of holes per area between pillars, thus the fiber yield increases. This trend can be
seen in Figure 4.10 for data collected from pillar spacings of 15, 25, and 35 µm.
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Figure 4.10. Yield, y, versus film thickness, h, for a film suspended over an array with
varied pillar spacings (15, 25, 35 µm). Dashed lines shown for visual guide.
As previously discussed, nucleation of holes can be considered as an energy
barrier event with a simple capillary model. This process is a free energy balance of
surface energy competing between the loss of the surface energy with the formation of
surfaces from the newly formed hole. The nucleation of holes was determined to follow
an exponential scaling dependence on the square of film thickness, thus as film thickness
increases nucleation will exponentially decrease.

47, 50-5147, 50-5147, 50-5147, 50-51

Because the

number of nucleated holes is proportional to yield, the fiber yield is also thickness
dependent. For a given pillar spacing, fiber yield decreases as film thickness increases,
as shown in Figure 4.10. The trend in yield versus film thickness can help explain why
the measured fiber radii are larger than equation 4.8 predicts as shown in Figure 4.9d. A
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yield less than 100% results in more volume available per fiber, therefore the resultant
fiber radii must be larger.

Figure 4.11 shows the data from Figure 4.9 and 4.10

combined. The fit in Figure 4.11 incorporates the calculated yield into scaling for fiber
radius. As the figure shows, once yield is incorporated into the scaling, yield data from
Figure 4.10 collapses and agrees with the scaling (χ2red = 0.0036, p < 0.0001).
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Figure 4.11. Measured midpoint fiber radius, Rmid, versus the scaling parameter,
(hdy/2π)1/2, with yield values incorporated.
4.3. Conclusions
The thinning of suspended fibers was observed via optical microscopy while
varying Mw and film thickness. The thinning of these fibers from the melting of freestanding polystyrene thin films was determined to obey the model for the capillary
thinning of viscoelastic fluid fibers.

The technique of monitoring the evolution of

viscoelastic polymer fibers can prove to be a useful tool in the study of polymer
rheological properties, such as the longest relaxation time of a polymer chain and the
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steady-state extensional viscosity.

Additionally, the transient, apparent extensional

viscosity can be measured, which can indicate phenomena in fiber drawing such as strain
hardening and eventual steady-state viscosity.
In addition to the study of fiber thinning, the effect of both parent film thickness
and pillar spacing on resultant fiber radius and yield were probed. Film thickness was
varied from 35 – 120 nm and a scaling for the resultant fiber radius was applied. In a
separate study, film thickness was varied between 50 – 100 nm, while in an orthogonal
direction three different pillar spacings, 15, 25, and 35 µm, were explored, illustrating a
combinatorial approach towards the investigation of fiber properties. The resultant fiber
radius scaled with a volume balance for both film thickness and pillar spacing, whereas
yield was directly dependent on the number of holes generated during the nucleation
event. This thin film melting approach outlines a new technique towards the fabrication
of oriented, suspended micro and nanofiber networks with eventual control over fiber
properties. Investigations in the next chapter will look at ultra-thin film confinement
effects on the breakup of these fibers.
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CHAPTER 5
FIBER BREAKUP AND CONFINEMENT EFFECTS FROM THE MELTING OF
FREE-STANDING POLYSTYRENE ULTRA-THIN FILMS
5.1. Introduction
An exploration into the confinement effects on chain entanglements in freestanding ultra-thin (<100 nm) polymer films is presented.

In this chapter, chain

entanglements are probed by determining the lifetime and breakup timescale of a
branched network of suspended fibers formed from the annealing of these films. Films of
polystyrene (between 50 and 100 nm) cast via flow coating are suspended atop
lithographically patterned arrays of pillars. The films are then annealed above the glass
transition temperature, where holes are randomly formed.

The holes expand

exponentially due to capillary forces and impinge upon each other to form a suspended,
branched network of fibers. The thinning of fibers as well as the lifetime and breakup of
this fiber network is observed via optical microscopy. A model for the viscoelasticcapillary thinning of fibers can be applied to determine a timescale for the breakup of
individual samples. The decay of this timescale, below a critical parent film thickness,
shows a transition between interchain and self-entanglements when crossing into a
confined regime, illustrating a significantly decreased interchain entanglement density
and breakdown in the entangled network of the polymer melt.

This analysis of

confinement effects on chain entanglement extends the understanding of the mechanisms
involved in suspended fiber formation from the melting of free-standing polymer thin
films. A better knowledge of chain entanglements in confined systems will make future
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fabrication of nanoscale suspended fibers, new architectures, and subsequent devices
more controlled and accessible.
The dynamics of polymer chains in entangled melts has been a major research
focus for the past forty years, but few reports investigate entangled polymer melts in a
confined regime. Placing polymer molecules into confined geometries provides a way to
probe the effects of confinement on the conformation and mobility of chains and
polymer-surface interactions. In the bulk, entangled polymer melts are modeled as ideal
Gaussian chains where their random walk motion has a length scale dependent on the
molecular weight, Mw, of the polymer.86 This characteristic length scale of a polymer
chain can be expressed by the root-mean-squared end-to-end distance, Ree, where Ree ~
Mw1/2.

Due to random thermal motions, an ideal chain will explore and occupy a

pervaded volume, Vp ~ Ree3.

In this volume a polymer chain will have specific

interactions with itself and many other chains.

Some of these interactions being

entanglements or "knots" with other chains, which restrict chain mobility.

These

entanglements are responsible for many important characteristic polymeric properties
including very high melt viscosities, toughness, and elastomeric viscoelasticity.42, 86
In ultra-thin polymer films (less than 100 nm in thickness) the film thickness, h,
approaches the natural length scale of a polymer chain (Ree) and as the film thickness
decreases, the pervaded volume allowed for a chain's conformation also decreases. Due
to increasing confinement, segments from other chains are excluded from a specific
chain's pervaded volume, resulting in a reduced interchain entanglement density despite a
constant overall entanglement density.42 In this confined regime, changes in polymer
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conformation can result in large deviations in phase behavior and dynamics from the
bulk.
Confined systems can be explored by studying the formation, evolution, and
breakup of suspended fibers formed from the melting of free-standing polystyrene ultrathin films.

Hole formation in viscous thin films has been studied in detail in the

literature, as in the case of dewetting.39, 48-54 As discussed earlier, the nucleation of holes
in suspended polymeric films in the melt state has been studied by Rathfon et al.94 as well
as Croll et al.55 and is found to exhibit a classic free energy barrier relationship, in which
hole density, ρh, is proportional to the film thickness, h, thus ρh ~ exp(-h2). The holes
expand exponentially under capillary forces and impinge upon each other to form a
branched network of suspended fibers. By applying a model for the viscoelastic-capillary
thinning and breakup of fibers in this network a characteristic timescale can be derived.
In this chapter, the branching lifetime and breakup of suspended fibers is
investigated via optical microscopy (Figure 5.1). Ultra-thin polystyrene films (h = 50 100 nm), cast via flow coating, are suspended atop lithographically patterned arrays of
pillars. The films are then annealed above the glass transition temperature, Tg, of the
polymer, randomly forming holes which expand to form a branched network of fibers.
The characteristic timescale for the decay of this branched network is calculated and
compared across the range of film thicknesses. This breakup timescale is dependent on
entanglement molecular weight, thus a transition into a confined regime where interchain
entanglements are greatly reduced is shown, evidenced by a corresponding drastic
increase in the breakup timescale.
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⎣3
⎦
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(5.1)

where λ is the longest relaxation time for the fluid fiber. Thus tc gives a time based
model for the breakup and decay of the fiber network. Equation 5.1 shows that the
critical time to breakup is dependent upon the longest relaxation time, tc ~ λ. Because tc is
proportional to λ, the breakup of fibers in the bulk is dependent upon Mw, which relates
directly to the previous statement of λ ~ Mw3ν. Thus, there should be a strong correlation
between the relaxation time and the effective molecular weight of the chains, dictated by
their interchain entanglements, while in a regime with no confinement effects. With
confinement, interchain entanglements can be reduced having an influence on the
effective molecular weight and thus the relaxation time of the fibers. As the breakup of
the fiber network, relaxation time, and the decay of branching in the bulk are all
correlated, the following expressions can be stated:

ρ b (t )
~ exp(− t τ b )
ρ b0

(5.2)

τ b ~ λ ~ M w3ν

(5.3)

where ρb(t) is the branching density as a function of time, normalized by the initial
branching density, ρb0, and τb is the characteristic branching density timescale.
The decay of the branched fiber network is monitored via optical microscopy.
From the images, number of branches and subsequently branching density can be
calculated versus time. A representative plot of normalized branch density as a function
of time is shown in Figure 5.3. Branching density falls off linearly in the initial stages of
fiber network breakup then, at long times, breakup slows and the timescale decays. As
shown in Figure 5.3, applying a linear fit to the initial linear portion of the branching
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data, the characteristic branching density timescale can be acquired, ρb(t)/ρb0 ~ - t/τb, as
the inverse of the tangential slope at t = 0 is equal to the exponential decay constant. A
linear fit was chosen to analyze branching density decay due to the timeframe of
branching experiments at larger thicknesses not completely encompassing the
exponential decay of these slower yielding samples. The inset in Figure 5.3 shows the
initial linear region in more detail. Because the branching density timescale is dependent
upon tc (and thus λ and Mw), the slope of the linear portion of the graph should be similar
for samples of the same molecular weight, unless the parent film thickness enters the
confinement regime. In the confinement regime we would expect a dramatic increase in
the magnitude of this slope, thus a decrease in the branching density timescale, indicating
less entangled chains, which would contribute to greater yielding and breakup of the
fibers.
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Figure 5.3. Normalized branch density, ρb/ρb0, as a function of time, t, showing the
exponential decay of branching (h = 60 nm, 400 kDa PS) with the initial portion fit with
the linear expression, ρb(t)/ρb0 ~ - t/τb. The inset shows finer detail of the initial linear
region of branch density decay.
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Figure 5.4. is included to show branch density decay data for all samples tested.
Branch density data for numerous films over a thickness range from 50 – 100 nm, with
constant pillar spacing and Mw, was measured and normalized by the initial branch
density. Determining the characteristic branching density decay timescale for samples
versus parent film thickness, will allow the elucidation of confinement effects.
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Figure 5.4. Normalized branch density, ρb/ρb0, as a function of time, t, showing the
exponential decay of branching for all film thicknesses tested (400 kDa PS, pillar spacing
was 75 µm).

5.2.3. Confinement Effects on Chain Entanglement
Data for the breakup of fiber networks from parent films with thicknesses varying
from 50 to 100 nm was acquired. Branching timescales for this series of films with
constant Mw (400 kDa PS) were collected. The plot of linear branching timescales as a
function of thickness shows that below a critical film thickness, the branching density
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timescale falls to far less than the expected bulk value (Figure 5.5).

This critical

thickness corresponds to the changeover to where the initial film is in a confined regime
in which chains have reduced interchain entanglements and thus the film thins, yields,
and undergoes breakup more readily in the subsequent flow, indicated by a decreased
branching density timescale.

In the bulk, τb should be directly proportional to the

relaxation time of the material, which correspondingly is proportional to the effective Mw.
However, once chains have been confined, the branching density timescale and thus the
relaxation time deviates. The decrease of the branching density timescale clearly shows
its dependence on the effective entanglement molecular weight, and therefore the relative
entanglement density at a given thickness, ν(h), thus τb ~ ν(h). Jones and coworkers,
illustrate this same confinement regime in their work.42 They report the same transition
to reduced interchain entanglements and increased yielding from films with initial
thicknesses below approximately 60 nm. This difference in yielding behavior between
thick and thin films is attributed to a network that is "more loosely entangled".
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Figure 5.5. Branching density timescale, τb, as a function of film thickness, h, Mw = 400
kDa. The red line is shown to illustrate the deviation from bulk behavior. Thickness is
plotted in terms of a dimensionless ratio, h/2Ree, along the top axis.
The amount of confinement of polymer chains in ultra-thin films can be expressed
as a ratio of film thickness versus the polymer length scale, Ree, thus h/2Ree, where h/2Ree
= 1 would represent a film with the thickness of one chain's pervaded volume diameter.
2Ree was calculated to be ~ 32 nm for 400 kDa PS according to Ree = N1/2a, where N is
the number of polymer repeat units and a is the monomer length (approximated to be
2.55 Å).86 Considering the confined architecture of a thin film, a chain at an air/polymer
interface is perturbed and reflected by this boundary such that the pervaded volume of a
chain is reduced.42, 95 This perturbation is approximated to be up to 1/2 the bulk pervaded
volume. As a chain is perturbed by an interface, the interchain entanglements will be
reduced due to the reduction in the allowed pervaded volume. Thus in a film with two
interfaces, such as in a free-standing film, as a film gets thinner, chains will interact with
both interfaces and the reduction in pervaded volume and entanglement density becomes
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more severe.

Once a region is entered where films are sufficiently thin, self-

entanglements will dominate and few interchain entanglements will exist, resulting in a
drastically reduced network of chains, and thus a more fragile film. Figure 5.5 shows this
reduction in entanglements corresponding to a dimension approximately twice the
calculated diameter of a chain in the bulk. Below this dimension perturbation of the
pervaded volume of bulk chains is expected to have a significant contribution, as chains
would have to begin to pack into a confined regime with the influence of the two
air/polymer interfaces. Thus, the entanglement density of the parent film and therefore
the timescale for the breakup of the fiber network will be greatly reduced.
5.3. Conclusions
The decay of branching in suspended fiber networks formed by the melting of
free-standing polystyrene thin films was determined to be a useful tool in studying the
effects of confinement on chain entanglement. Fibers produced from thin films in an
initial confined regime, below a critical film thickness, breakup in response to an
exponential strain with a characteristic timescale in a manner consistent with a drastic
reduction in the interchain entanglement density. The entanglement density was found to
decrease in a regime below a corresponding critical parent film thickness, comparable to
the dimensions of bulk polymers, h/2Ree < 2.

This model agrees with previous

explorations and experiments with models for the perturbation of the pervaded volume of
polymer chains when in contact with interfaces.42, 95 As a film becomes sufficiently thin,
interfaces dominate and the proportion of self-entanglements increases and interchain
entanglements decrease, resulting in a much less stable network of chains. The presented
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analysis of confinement effects on chain entanglement extends the understanding of
suspended fiber formation from the melting of free-standing polymer thin films.
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CHAPTER 6
FLUORIMETRIC NERVE GAS SENSING BASED ON PYRENE IMINES
INCORPORATED INTO FILMS AND SUB-MICRON FIBERS
6.1. Introduction
Organophosphates are toxic compounds found in chemical-warfare agents, such
as Sarin and Soman, as well as pesticides. Highly active, volatile chemical-warfare nerve
agents cause rapid and severe inhibition of serine proteases, most markedly
acetylcholinesterase, which is vital to nerve function. This inhibition is often fatal.
Nerve agents were used in the 1995 terrorist attack in a Tokyo Subway96-98 and on
Kurdish communities in Iraq.99 The ease of manufacturing and dispensability, as well as
available, inexpensive starting materials make these agents a weapon of choice for
criminal terrorist attacks. Thus, the rapid sensing of these nerve agents has become an
increasingly important research goal, especially aimed towards practical “in the field”
devices. Concerns for national security as well as large stockpiles of aging and currently
leaking weapons containing nerve agents in the United States make the problem of nerve
agent sensing even more imperative.100
There have been a number of approaches for the detection of chemical-warfare
agents including colorimetric,101-104 fluorimetric,105-112 photoacoustic spectroscopy,113 gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry,114 enzymatic assays,115-116 and molecular imprinting
coupled with lanthanide luminescence and fiber optics.117-119

Although all of these

methods have advantages and disadvantages, no gold standard has emerged and many
approaches are either complex, non-sensitive, non-selective, or do not sense in real time.
Continued improvements in the detection of warfare agents are critical. Key attributes of
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a practical seensing systeem are sensiitivity, selecctivity, timeely detectionn, and portaability
allong with op
perational sim
mplicity. An
n extremely facile methhod of chemiical sensing is the
crreation of an
n optical eveent, such as a color channge or fluoreescence, upoon exposure to an
an
nalyte, referred to as “tu
urn on” senso
ors.103-107, 1099, 112, 120-122 T
The very higgh sensitivitiies of
flluorescence based sen
nsing moleccules make this modee of detection particuularly
atttractive.105-1107, 122
This chapter
c
show
ws the fluorrimetric deteection of nerve agent suurrogates in both
so
olution and functional micron
m
and sub-micron fibers (Figuure 6.1). T
The pyrene iimine
molecules
m
(Figure 6.2) used
u
for sensing are weeakly lumineescent in thee UV regionn, but
up
pon exposurre to a nerv
ve agent mim
mic the mollecules fluooresce stronggly in the visible
sp
pectrum. The sensing scheme is simple
s
and rrobust, beingg able to deetect nerve agent
mimics
m
in thee vapor phaase from a solid
s
supportt. The senssitivity and selectivity oof the
py
yrene imine and how th
hese propertiies change inn the solutioon and bulk polymer film
ms as
well
w as fibers are discusseed.

Figure 6.1.. Detection scheme
s
of a nerve
n
agent mimic with the pyrene iimine 1. Fibbers
were formeed from 15 wt%
w PS in toluene, contaaining 0.1 wtt% 1, beforee (left) and affter
(right)) exposure too SAS-Cl.
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Figure 6.2.
6 Chemiccal structuress of the sensiing moleculees 1, which iis able to be
polymerized
p
d, and 2, a m
model compouund.
Recen
nt studies haave shown th
he use of nan
anofibers andd other nanooobjects as uuseful
arrchitectures for many applicationss such as tiissue engineering, phootonics, cataalysis,
ellectronics, optics,
o
scaffo
olds for micrrofluidics,3, 77-8, 30, 123 andd, most pertiinently, senssing.5,
21
1, 124-127

Th
here are a few
f
accessib
ble techniquues to manuufacture pollymer nanoffibers

in
ncluding eleectrospinning.22,

128

Recently,
R
Coohn and asssociates prroduced muultiple

orriented, susp
pended polym
mer nanofibers in parallel via a facille direct draw
wing approaach.30,
33
3

The creattion of fibeers increasess detection ssurface areaa and thus ccould lead tto an

in
ncrease in reesponse timee and sensitivity.6, 9-10 Inn addition too increased sensitivity, ffibers
caan also be in
ncorporated into devicess for sensingg applicationns. This chaapter will diiscuss
th
he sensitivity
y and selecttivity of poly
ymer fibers created bothh by electroospinning annd the
direct drawing approach.
Becau
use of the health hazards involvved with neerve agentss, surrogatess are
co
ommonly ussed and werre chosen fo
or the detecttion experim
ments describbed here; diiethyl
ch
hlorophosph
hate, chloro-Sarin surro
ogate (SAS -Cl), was cchosen as a structurall and
fu
unctional mimic
m
for th
he nerve ag
gent Sarin, likewise piinacolyl meethylphosphoonate,
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Soman surrog
gate (SOS), was used ass a mimic foor Soman (F
Figure 6.3).1004-107, 110-112 Also
sh
hown in Figu
ure 6.3 are various
v
organ
nophosphatees and acetyll chloride (A
AcCl) which were
ch
hosen to test the selecctivity of 1 for nerve agents verssus compounnds with siimilar
sttructure and functionality
y.

Figure 6.3. Chemical structures
s
off the nerve aggents Sarin ((GB) and Sooman (GD), tthe
nerve agent mimics dietthyl fluoroph
hosphates (fl
fluoro-Sarin surrogate (S
SAS-F)), dietthyl
chlorophosp
phate (chloro
o-Sarin surro
ogate (SAS--Cl)), and pinnacolyl methhylphosphonnate
(Soman
(
surro
ogate (SOS)), as well as triethyl phoosphate (TEP
P), tributyl pphosphate (T
TBP),
phenyl dich
hlorophosphaate (PDCP), and acetyl cchloride (AcCl).

6.2. Results and
a Discusssion
The norbornene
n
pyrene
p
imin
ne monomerr (1) was syynthesized iin the pursuuit of
crreating poly
ymeric based sensors.111,

129

Monnomer 1 waas subjected to ring-opeening

metathesis
m
po
olymerizatio
on (ROMP) yielding a hhomopolymeer of denselly packed pyyrene
fu
unctionalities, with the idea
i
of using
g these polyymers to direectly draw ffibers. How
wever,
th
hese polymeers exhibited
d the well-kn
nown excim
mer emissionn common too pyrene, soo they
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only served as “turn-off” indicators in the presence of SAS-Cl. The “turn off” event is a
decrease in intensity of emission and is more difficult to measure or see optically than the
creation of a unique optical event. Further complicating the matter, the homopolymer of
1 has issues with solubility in many solvents. In order to create drawn fibers from
polymers of molecular weight around 100 kDa, solutions at a minimum of 15 wt% need
to be used to prevent fiber breakup.29 The homopolymer is only minimally soluble (less
than 1 wt%) in suitable, high vapor pressure drawing solvents such as toluene,
chlorobenzene, and CHCl3. To circumvent these difficulties we considered the direct use
of monomer 1 itself. This structure proved to be a valuable “turn on” sensor as presented
below.
6.2.1. Solution Properties of 1 and 2
Due to these complications with the homopolymer, the solution and bulk
properties of the small molecule 1 were studied. This monomer was found to have much
better sensing properties and capabilities with the creation of a unique “turn on” optical
event, rather than the difficulties involved with a “turn off” sensing probe where a small
decrease in a large signal must be detected. In addition, 1 can also be easily incorporated
into polymer solutions for the purpose of drawing micron and sub-micron fibers.
Studying the solution and bulk properties of 1 gave more insight on its sensing properties,
and allows for the incorporation of 1 into future polymer compositions and architectures.
To be sure the pyrene imine was essential for fluorimetric detection of nerve agents a
model compound (2), containing an alkyl group in place of the norbornene functionality,
was also investigated.
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The sensitivity an
nd selectivitty of both thhe norbornenne pyrene im
mine (1) annd the
allkyl pyrene imine
i
(2) weere determin
ned. Solutionns were madde of 1 × 10-4 wt% 1 andd 2 in
to
oluene. Fluo
orescence (F
FL) (Figure 6.4) and UV
V-Vis (see E
Experimentall Chapter, F
Figure
8.5) spectra were
w
taken of
o both befo
ore and afteer exposure tto a large excess (20 uuL) of
SAS-Cl. Thee FL and UV
V-Vis spectraa of 1 and 2 are essentiallly identical.. This equallity in
th
he spectra off 1 and 2 sho
ows that the norbornene functionalitty has no efffect on the opptical
prroperties of the pyrene imine group
p. Upon exxposure to SAS-Cl, a red shift is seeen in
both the abso
orption and emission
e
of the
t pyrene im
mine compoounds. Mostt importantlyy, the
em
mission of 1 shifts from
m a characterristic non-viisible, UV ppyrene emisssion to an inntense
visible green emission att approximattely 490 nm instantaneoously, allowiing for the tiimely
detection of SAS-Cl
S
via a fluorimetric route.
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Figure 6.4. FL spectra of
o 1 (a) and 2 (b) in toluuene before aand after expposure to a laarge
excesss (20 µL) off SAS-Cl.
formed in orrder to furtheer understannd the interaaction
NMR experimentts were perfo
of SAS-Cl wiith the pyren
ne imine com
mpounds. Itt is proposedd that the intteraction invvolves
a primary nuccleophilic attack of the imine nitrogeen on the SA
AS-Cl phospphorous, followed
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by rearrangement to form a carbon-phosphorous bond at the imine group carbon. This
proposed reaction is supported in reports from Abd-Ellah, et al. and El-Khazandar, et
al.130-131 Monitoring this reaction with 1H NMR, a decrease in the imine proton peak
intensity (8.44 ppm) is seen which corresponds to the loss of this proton during the
reaction. Expected shifts of the β pyrene proton (8.89 ppm) as well as the proton adjacent
to the imine (methylene in 1, 4.01 ppm, and methyne proton in 2, 3.12 ppm) confirm the
phosphorylation of the imine. The corresponding 1H NMR spectrum of the reacted
pyrene imine is given in the Experimental Chapter (Figure 8.17).

The resultant

phosphorylated imine bond is conjugated with the pyrene ring resulting in the observed
red-shift in the fluorescence.
To further investigate the importance of the imine in the reaction with SAS-Cl,
the UV-Vis and FL spectra of 1-pyrenecarboxaldehyde, the aldehyde precursor to 1, were
also taken before and after exposure to SAS-Cl (Figure 8.6). The spectra of the 1pyrenecarboxaldehyde upon exposure to SAS-Cl, shows no observed decrease in the
characteristic pyrene peaks and no green emission in the 490 nm range as observed with
the reaction of SAS-Cl and 1.

This lack of detection on the part of 1-

pyrenecarboxaldehyde shows that the reactive imine of 1 is crucial in the detection of
SAS-Cl. The UV-Vis and FL spectra of 1, before and after exposure to SAS-Cl, were
also taken in DMSO and CHCl3 and are similar to the toluene spectra in Figure 2.4.
The sensitivity of 1 in solution was determined by adding specific amounts of
SAS-Cl and measuring the subsequent emission (Figure 6.5). The green emission at
approximately 490 nm can be detected both by the naked eye under a handheld UV lamp
and through FL at an exposure of 40 parts per million volume (ppmv) SAS-Cl in both
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toluene and CHCl3 (Figure 8.7) at a concentration of 1 × 10-4 wt% of 1. As more SAS-Cl
is added, the characteristic pyrene peaks decrease and the green emission increases. The
sensitivity of 2 (Figure 8.8) was similar to that of 1, however 2, due to its lower
molecular weight, had a slightly higher mole percent in solution, thus was slightly more
sensitive at the same concentration (0.1 wt%).
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Figure 6.5. The sensitivity of 1, at 1 × 10-4 wt% in toluene, to SAS-Cl.

6.2.2. Bulk PS Film Properties
In order to investigate the detection of nerve agents in the solid state and
eventually in polymeric fibers, films were created of 1 dispersed in PS. The films and
fibers were cast from a 15 wt% solution of PS in toluene containing 0.1 wt% 1. The
sensitivity and selectivity of these PS films were studied to determine their sensing
properties. The green emission, and thus the sensitivity of 1, in the PS film can be easily
detected via FL or by the naked eye under a handheld UV lamp at an exposure of 5 ppmv
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SAS-Cl (Figure 6.6). The detection of SAS-Cl in the PS films was fast, occurring in less
than one second upon exposure and almost an order of magnitude greater than in solution
(5 ppmv vs. 40 ppmv, respectively).
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Figure 6.6. The sensitivity of 1 to SAS-Cl in a PS film, from a solution of 15 wt% PS
and 0.1 wt% 1 in toluene.
The solution sensitivity of 1 may have been affected by the equilibrium between
the imine functionality and the corresponding hydrolyzed amine and pyrene aldehyde
products. In the solid form 1 is stable, having a shelf life of at least one year, as checked
by NMR; however, the equilibrium of 1 with the hydrolyzed amine could be more
pronounced in dilute solutions. This hydrolyzed amine would react with SAS-Cl to
effectively lower the threshold sensitivity of 1; amine would react with SAS-Cl, requiring
more SAS-Cl to be added to the solution in order to detect the green emission, therefore
the sensitivity of 1 in solution would be decreased. Previous work, illustrated by SternVolmer constants, showed that diethyl fluorophosphate (fluoro-Sarin surrogate (SAS-F))
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was
w much mo
ore reactive than SAS-C
Cl suggestingg that the acttivity of the organophospphate
directly affeccts the sensiitivity of thee sensor, thuus 1 would be more sennsitive to SA
AS-F
Cl.111 In turn
n, 1 would be even moree sensitive too Sarin itselff.
versus SAS-C
Fluoreescence optiical microsccopy (FOM)) of cross-seections of eexposed PS films
were
w taken. Interestingly
I
y, at lower ex
xposures (less than 20 pppmv SAS-C
Cl), emissionn only
occurs at the film surfacce, indicating
g that the em
mission of 1 when reaccted to SAS--Cl is
diffusion dependent (Figu
ure 6.7). Sen
nsitivity couuld be increaased if surfacce area versuus the
mount of 1 was increaased, implyin
ng the use of smaller objects suchh as micronn and
am
nanofibers wo
ould allow for
fo increased
d sensitivity.66, 9-10

Figure
F
6.7. FOM
F
of a PS
S film cross--section ~ 344 µm thick w
with partial eexposure to S
SASCl
C (~ 5 ppmv
v SAS-Cl). The
T film wass formed froom a solutionn of 15 wt% PS and 0.1 wt%
1 in toluenne.
The seelectivity off 1 in the PS films was ddetermined bby exposure to a large exxcess
of various org
ganophosphates and aceetyl chloridee, with similaar structure and functionnality
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to Sarin and its mimic SAS-Cl (Figure 6.8). These films containing 1 were determined to
be insensitive towards alkyl phosphates (TEP and TBP) or the Soman surrogate (SOS),
suggesting that the oxophilicity of the imine is not important in the detection event. The
selectivity of 1 towards an acid chloride (AcCl) and a chlorophosphate (PDCP) was also
measured. A small response was seen from exposure to AcCl and PDCP, indicating that
the increased reactivity of SAS-Cl is significant and why no response was observed upon
addition of SOS. The selectivity of 1 in solution was similar to the selectivity in the bulk
PS films.
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Figure 6.8. FL spectra (a) and emission intensity at λ = 492 nm (b) showing the
selectivity of 1 in PS films (from a solution of 15 wt% PS and 0.1 wt% 1 in toluene) for
SAS-Cl versus other compounds. FL samples were excited at λex = 350 nm. Emission of
1 was measured at λ = 492 nm to determine selectivity in (b).

6.2.3. Fibers: Properties and Applications
Micron and sub-micron fibers were manufactured using two approaches, direct
drawing and electrospinning.

As stated earlier, micron and nanofibers have great

potential for applications in devices for tissue engineering, photonics, catalysis, and
sensing. Functional fibers can be electrospun into mesh mats, able to be placed in
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solutions or airstreams, for applications in sensing systems.5-6, 126-127 Suspended, ordered
fibers could be incorporated into optical devices for use in electronics, photonics, optics,
and sensors3, 7-8, 30, 124-125 or as scaffolds for microfluidic devices.30 In addition, fibers
have increased surface area and thus have increased exposure to the sensing environment.
If sensing in the solid is diffusion limited, smaller objects with increased surface area
may prove to be more sensitive.6, 9-10
Suspended, ordered micron and sub-micron fibers were manufactured by a direct
and facile approach developed by Cohn and associates.30, 33 As Cohn, McKinley, and
coworkers have shown, the drawn fiber diameter can be tailored by the modulation of
solution properties including viscosity and surface tension, which are changed by varying
the solution concentration and the Mw of the polymer.29, 132 In this investigation, drawn
fibers were created from a toluene solution of 15 wt% PS (Mn = 400 kDa), containing 0.1
wt% 1, to form fibers with various diameters from less than 1 µm to approximately 40
µm (Figure 6.9). These unexposed fibers (Figure 6.9a) were then exposed to SAS-Cl
vapor to measure their sensitivity. The green emission of 1 could be easily detected at
2.5 ppmv exposure to SAS-Cl by FOM (Figure 6.9b and 6.9c) and at 5 ppmv by the
naked eye under a handheld UV lamp. The “turn on” optical detection event is easily
seen in the difference between the unexposed fibers in Figure 6.9a and the same fibers
exposed to SAS-Cl in Figure 6.9b.
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Figure
F
6.9. Optical
O
micrroscopy of PS
P fibers conntaining 1 (frrom a solutioon of 15 wt%
% PS
and 0.1 wt%
w 1 in tolu
uene) in brig
ght field illum
mination witth no exposuure (a) and inn
fluorescencee after expossure to SAS--Cl (b). FOM
M of fibers w
with an averrage diameteer of
4.9 µm afteer exposure to SAS-Cl ((c).
Electrrospun fiberss were createed by spinniing a DMF ssolution of 220 wt% PS ((Mn =
400 kDa) solu
ution, with 0.13
0
wt% 1, flowing at 0.01 mL/miin across a ddistance of 112 cm
with
w an appliied voltage of 16 kV. This concenntration of P
PS and 1 maaintains the same
co
omposition of
o PS to 1 in
n the dried electrospun
e
ffibers, as useed previouslly in the PS films
an
nd direct draawn, oriented fibers. Th
he resultant ffibers formeed a mat andd have an average
diameter of approximatel
a
ly 360 nm with
w no obseerved beadinng (Figure 6.10a). As shhown
in
n the literatu
ure, electrosp
pun polystyrrene fiber di ameter and morphologyy can be tuneed by
molecular
m
weeight of the polymer
p
and
d concentratioon of the sollution (Figurre 8.9).22, 1288 The
seensitivity off the electro
ospun fiberss was exam
mined and thhe green em
mission of 1 was
detected at 10
0 ppmv expo
osure to SAS
S-Cl as meassured by FL (Figure 8.100) and 5 ppm
mv by
both FOM (F
Figure 6.10b
b) and the naked
n
eye uunder a hanndheld UV lamp. The high
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density of fluorescent
f
fibers
f
in th
he electrosppun mat account for tthe bright ggreen
background in
n the FOM picture
p
of Fiigure 6.10b. The slight decrease in sensitivity oof the
ellectrospun fibers
f
as com
mpared to th
he solid andd suspendedd, oriented ffibers could have
occurred due to slight sollvation of th
he smaller eleectrospun fibbers by the aacetone usedd as a
diluent for SA
AS-Cl.

Figure
F
6.10.. Electrospun
n PS fibers containing
c
1 (from a soluution of 20 w
wt% PS and 0.13
wt% 1 in DMF) im
maged by SE
EM (a) and F
FOM after exxposure to SA
AS-Cl (b).

6.3. Conclusiions
A nov
vel approach
h for the fluo
orimetric sennsing of nervve agents has been preseented.
The
T approach
h is facile, tim
mely, and eaasy to interppret via the cchange from
m no responsee to a
grreen emissio
on. The sen
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hydroxyl Soman surrogate (SOS), and less reactive halogenated phosphates.

This

sensing scheme has the potential to be incorporated into a functional fluorimetric device.
The application of this detection into functional micron and nanofibers will allow it to be
utilized with optical devices and photonics as well as solution and airflow sensing
devices.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
The mechanisms which dictate the formation, evolution and breakup of suspended
fibers from the melting of free-standing polystyrene ultra-thin films were investigated.
The confines of ultra-thin films allow access to regimes in which physical properties of
polymers differ from those of the bulk. Detailed examination of the phenomena of hole
nucleation, hole growth, and the capillary thinning and breakup of fibers yielded an
advanced understanding of thin film stability, polymer chain dynamics and confinement
effects.
The nucleation of holes was used as an investigative tool for studying the
dynamics of thin film stability and rupture. It was shown that the nucleation of holes in
free-standing polymer thin films in the melt state should not be considered in the same
manner as unstable, rupturing films on a solid substrate. Accordingly, a simple free
energy balance was used to model the formation of a hole in a free standing polymer thin
film. In conjunction with this energy balance, a classic energy barrier model for the
nucleation of holes was applied which correlates film thickness with hole density. The
hole nucleation data is well fit by the capillary model and energy barrier scaling.
However quantitatively, deviations from the predicted energy barrier suggest additional
driving forces could influence the mechanism of hole nucleation.
The growth of holes in free-standing polymer thin films was studied over various
thicknesses and molecular weights. An exponential growth law was applied and the
growth of holes was determined to be exponential in a shear thinning dominated,
nonlinear viscoelastic, high shear strain regime. This exponential growth of holes agrees
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with hole growth studies in the literature. Likewise, shear viscosity in this shear thinning
regime was found to be independent of Mw, where viscosity is dominated by the effects of
chain entanglements. Additionally, the decay of hole growth was shown to occur at the
onset of hole impingement, the process which leads to bridge formation and thus
suspended fibers.
A model for the elasto-capillary thinning of slender viscoelastic fluid filaments
was applied to the evolution of fibers. The thinning of fibers obeyed this model for
capillary thinning allowing for the acquisition of rheological properties of the polymers.
The acquisition of the transient, apparent extensional viscosity was shown to be a useful
tool for measuring phenomena such as strain hardening and the eventual steady-state
extensional viscosity. In addition, a geometric scaling was developed which quantified
the relationships between film thickness, pillar spacing, and yield to resultant fiber radius.
The decay of fibers and their interconnected branched structure was shown to
indicate the effects of confinement on chain entanglement in free-standing, ultra-thin
films.

Fibers produced from an initial confined regime, below a critical thickness,

breakup dramatically faster than non-confined samples in response to an exponential
strain. Interchain entanglement density was found to be drastically reduced in this regime
below the critical parent film thickness, which is comparable to the dimensions of a bulk
polymer.

As the dimensions of the parent film decrease, interfaces dominate and

interchain entanglements decrease, resulting in a less stable network of polymer chains.
The detailed study of the processes involved in fiber formation and breakup
yielded insight into thin film stability, polymer chain dynamics, and rheological and
material properties. Ultra-thin films were found to be an excellent platform for the
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analysis of confinement effects and resultant deviation of physical properties from the
bulk.

Future studies utilizing this new approach could probe many exciting and

significant phenomena in polymer science. New areas could include: the inclusion of
nanomaterials to create nanocomposites with properties not limited to fluorescence,
superparamagnetism, thermo-mechanical responsiveness; the study of the distribution of
these nanomaterials through the shear thinning of hole growth and the capillary flow and
thinning of polymer fibers; the investigation of changed material properties of these
nanocomposites; and the control over hole nucleation to make ordered suspended
structures, through the use of laser annealing.
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CHAPTER 8
EXPERIMENTAL
8.1. Fiber Formation Experimental Methods
8.1.1. Flow Coating, Film Preparation, and Annealing
Monodisperse polystyrene (PS, Mn = 123, 400, 2000, 6000 kDa, Mw/Mn = 1.08,
1.06, 1.20, 1.22, respectively, Alfa Aesar) was dissolved in toluene at various
concentrations (0.75 – 2.0 wt%) and filtered through a 40 µm PTFE filter. Before
casting, polished silicon wafers were cleaned with acetone and toluene, then UV ozone
for 20 min.

Thin films were cast onto silicon wafers utilizing the flow coating

technique.74 A bead of PS solution (~ 50 µL) was cast under the blade. The blade was
lowered to a gap height of 300 µm and was drawn across the surface of the wafer, leaving
a film of PS solution. The solution evaporates in air to leave a uniform thin film of PS.
Variable thickness films were cast at an acceleration of 6 mm/s2 starting at 0 velocity for
45 mm. The thickness of cast PS films was measured via a UV-visible interferometer
(Model F20, Filmetrics, Inc.) operated in reflectance mode with a spot size of ~ 0.5 mm.
Typical film thickness gradients were between ~ 30 – 80 nm for 1.5 wt% solutions and ~
60 – 120 nm for 2.0 wt% solutions for 400 kDa PS. A representative film thickness
profile and surface plot, obtained via interferometry, are given in Figure 8.1. Films were
floated onto water by lowering the wafer into a clean water (Milli-Q) bath, whereupon
the thin film would separate from the surface. A pillar array was inserted under the
floating film and lifted to pull the film from the surface of the water onto the pillar array,
where the gradient thickness is placed orthogonally to the varied spacings of the arrays
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manual acquisition takes an immeasurable amount of time. Based on recent techniques
developed for measuring electrospun fiber diameters,133-135 a more versatile image
analysis method was developed in MATLAB for the measurement of fibers suspended on
pillar arrays. In this method, images of fibers (Figure 8.2a) are converted to binary
images of 0’s and 1’s (black and white, respectively, Figure 8.2b) where 0’s are nonobject pixels and 1’s correspond to objects.

A Euclidean distance calculation is

performed on the binary images, where every pixel value is converted to a distance value
based on its distance to a zero pixel. This creates an image called a “distance map” (color
enhanced in Figure 8.2c) where the pixel values correspond to the distance to the edge of
a fiber (hot colors represent larger distances). The binary image is also used to create a
“skeleton” where objects are represented as traces that are one-pixel in width, located at
the center of the corresponding objects. Pillars appear as connected objects in the binary
images and therefore they must be removed in order to analyze the fibers. Multiple
sliding neighborhood operations have been developed and employed for this task, which
systematically remove pixels associated with large objects in a skeleton, resulting in an
image of only desired objects, corresponding to fibers.136

Sliding neighborhood

operations also remove spurs, junctions, and other discontinuities in the skeletonized
image (Figure 8.2d). This pruned and cleaned skeleton is multiplied element-by-element
to the distance map in order to calculate individual fiber diameters, thus the distribution
of fiber diameters per image can be determined (Figure 8.2e). Yield per image was
calculated by counting the connectivity of fibers between pillars, then dividing by the
total possible connections in an image. These image values are compiled to observe
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trends across an array in which parameters such as film thickness or pillar spacing are
varied.
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Figure 8.2. Schematic of the image analysis performed on OM fiber images. (a) Fiber
image, (b) converted binary image, (c) distance transform of binary image, (d)
skeletonized and pruned image, (e) resultant histogram of fiber diameters generated from
the element-by-element multiplication of the distance map and the skeleton.
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8.1.3. Image Analysis Script
The full image analysis script written in MATLAB code is given below.

FIBER IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION SCRIPT
Coded by Joshua M. Grolman and Jeremy M. Rathfon
clear all; close all;
%% Allocating memory for variables
FileName = [];
PathName = [];
tempim = [];
distance1 = [];
distancemin = [];
distanceavg = [];
zeresults = [];
results = [];
distance2 = [];
avgdistanceperfib = [];
sumdist = [];
numdist = [];
meddist = [];
vardist = [];
orientationIdx = [];
a = 1;
threshadj = 1;
numskel = 19;
permax = 500;
permin = 75;
%% Opening .tif Stack
% Open graphic file explorer and store pathname for .tif stack
[FileName,PathName] = uigetfile('*.tif','MultiSelect','on');
tifstackinfo = imfinfo(FileName);
% Begin for loop, applying sliding_neighborhood to each consecutive image in the stack
for i = 1:size(tifstackinfo,2);
i
% Open frame number i as variable tempim
[tempim] = imread(FileName,i);
% Determine optimal gray threshold level for tempim
level = graythresh(tempim);
%% Skeletonize and prepare distance map
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% Convert image to binary and adjust threshold for brightness fluctuations
BWim = im2bw(tempim, level*threshadj);
% Fill holes in image to clean
BWim2 = imfill(~BWim,'holes');
% Invert image values so objects equal ‘1’
BWim2 = ~BWim;
% Apply skeletonizing function to image
BW2 = bwmorph(BWim2, 'skel', numskel);
% Create distance map D, and label map L
[D,L] = bwdist(~BWim2);
% Apply a sliding neighborhood algorithm and 'sliding_neighborhood' conditional function to image
B = nlfilter(BW2, [3 3], 'sliding_neighborhood');
% Remove lone pixels from the image
B2 = bwmorph(B, 'clean');
%% Label skeleton and filter unwanted groups by size exclusion
% Re-label the image B2 to afford the label map L2, and the number of items detected as variable num
[L2 num] = bwlabel(B2, 8);
% Measure geometric properties of the items detected in L2
skeletonprops = regionprops(L2, 'PixelList', 'Perimeter');
% Organize perimeter properties in a separate matrix
skeletonperimeter = [skeletonprops.Perimeter];
% Assign an index for objects with perimeter less than permax
indxtop = skeletonperimeter < permax;
% Assign an index for objects with perimeter greater than permin
indxbot = skeletonperimeter > permin;
% Index of values that fulfill both indxbot and indxtop
indxper = indxtop & indxbot;
% Create label matrix
label = 1:size(indxper,2);
label = label(indxper);
% Create a zero matrix for matrix compatibility operations
lastlist = zeros(size(L2));
% Create a matrix of values that meet both index parameters
for k = 1:size(label(:), 1);
currentlist = L2 == label(k);
lastlist = currentlist + lastlist;
end
% Clear detected objects touching the image border
lastlist = imclearborder(lastlist);
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% Re-label image
[L3 num] = bwlabel(lastlist, 8);
% Measure object properties
skeletonprops = regionprops(L3, 'PixelList', 'Orientation');
distance3 = zeros(num);
%% Correlate skeleton with distance map
for j = 1:num;
% Source data from PixelList
PixelListIdx = [skeletonprops(j).PixelList];
% Measures distance map values as they correlate along the skeletonized image
for k = 1:size(PixelListIdx,1);
distance1 = D(PixelListIdx(k,2),PixelListIdx(k,1));
distance2(k) = distance1;
end
% Average of distance values per fiber
indxdist = nonzeros(distance2);
avgdistanceperfib(j) = mean(indxdist);
% Median of distance values per fiber
meddist(j) = median(distance2);
% Sum of distance values per fiber
sumdist(j) = sum(distance2);
% Number of distance measurements per fiber
numdist(j) = size(distance2,2);
% Standard deviation of distance per fiber
vardist(j) = var((2*distance2)*a/5.85);
% Orientation angle of fiber
orientationIdx(j) = [skeletonprops(j).Orientation];
end
%% Organize Statistics
% Organizing orientation data of fibers
for j = 1:num;
% Converting from 360degree orientation data to degree of variance from closest x or y axis
if abs(orientationIdx(j)) > 45;
if orientationIdx(j) > 0;
orientationIdx(j) = (orientationIdx(j) - 90);
else orientationIdx(j) = (orientationIdx(j) + 90);
end
end
end
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meanorientation = mean(orientationIdx);
stdorientation = std(orientationIdx);
% Change matrix conformation for mathematical compatibility
sumdist = sumdist';
numdist = numdist';
% Correlate pixel value data with metric length scale for average distance of fibers per image
avgdistanceperpix = (sum(sumdist))/(sum(numdist));
avgdistanceperpix = (2*avgdistanceperpix)*a/5.85;
% Median distance per image slice
meddistanceperpix = (2*median(meddist))*a/5.85;
% Standard deviation of fiber distances per image
stddistanceperpix = sqrt(mean(vardist));
% Average diameter per fiber
zediameterfiber = (2*avgdistanceperfib)*a/5.85;
zeavgdiameterfiber = mean(zediameterfiber);
% Median diameter per fiber
zemeddiameterfiber = median(zediameterfiber);
% Standard deviation of diameters per fiber
zestddiameterfiber = std(zediameterfiber);
% Concatenate all data collected for the image into a results matrix
results = [zeavgdiameterfiber zemeddiameterfiber zestddiameterfiber
avgdistanceperpix meddistanceperpix stddistanceperpix meanorientation
stdorientation];
% Adding results matrix within matrix zeresults for each consecutive image slice along the .tif stack
[zeresults(i,:)] = results;
% Clear variables
clear PixelListIdx; clear currentlist; clear distance3; clear distance2; clear skeletonprops; clear indxtop;
clear indxdist; clear indxper; clear indxbot; clear label; clear lastlist; clear skeletonperimeter; clear
avgdistanceperfib; clear meddist; clear sumdist; clear numdist; clear vardist; clear results; clear
orientationIdx;
end

SLIDING NEIGHBORHOOD FUNCTION
Note: This function must be paired in the same directory as FIBER IDENTIFICATION
AND CLASSIFICATION SCRIPT for it to function. It sets a metric for the moving
neighborhood operation.
function y = sliding_neighborhood(m)
a = sum(m);
% Across three columns, a skeletonized fiber should be one pixel in width, hence the sum of three columns
in a 3x3 sample should equal one, removing posts and branch points
for a(1) + a(2) + a(3) == 3
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y = 1;
else y = 0;
end
% Prevents conjoining of disconnected fibers
if m(2,2) == 0 %
y = 0;
end

8.1.4. Pillar Array Fabrication
Pillar arrays are fabricated by photolithography of SU8 (MicroChem Corp.,
Newton, MA) negative tone photoresist on polished silicon wafers. SU-8 100 was
diluted to 80 wt% with a filtered, saturated solution of rhodamine 6g in γ-butyrolactone.
The resist was spun onto silicon wafers to 500 rpm at 100 rpm/s for 5 s then to 2000 rpm
at 300 rpm/s for 30 s. The resist was pre-baked for 5 min at 65 °C, then soft-baked for 15
min at 95 °C. The wafers were exposed to 365 nm UV light for 40 s at ~ 40 mJ/cm2.
Gradient pillar spacing array masks were designed in AutoCAD with pillar diameters of
15 µm and spacings of 15, 25, 35, and 75 µm. Transparency masks were printed by
CAD/Art Services, Inc. at 20,000 dpi. Wafers were post exposure baked for 1 min at 65
°C, then 4 min at 95 °C. The samples were developed in MicroChem SU-8 Developer
for 3.5 min. Completed pillar arrays were hard baked at 190 °C overnight. Images of
representative pillar arrays are given in Figure 8.3. Representative optical profilometry
height profiles of a 15 µm spaced pillar array are given in Figure 8.4; profilometry was
acquired with a Zygo NewView 7300 Optical Profilometer using 10× and 50× objectives.
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[2-(3,5-dioxo-10-oxa-4-aza-tricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]dec-8-en-4-yl)-ethyl]-carbamic

acid

tert-butyl ester: Di-tert-butyl dicarbonate (16.0 g, 73.3 mmol) was added to a solution of
ethanol amine (3.96 mL, 66.6 mmol) in dioxane (400 mL) and allowed to stir at room
temperature for overnight. The solvent was then removed under reduced pressure and the
crude product was redissolved in dichloromethane (200 mL) and washed, consecutively,
once with 1% HCl solution (200 mL), twice with a saturated NaCl solution (2 × 100 mL),
and once with water (200 mL). The final solution was treated with MgSO4 and the
solvent was removed under reduced pressure to afford the (2-hydroxy-ethyl)-carbamic
acid tert-butyl ester in 98% yields (10.5 g) as colorless oil. (2-Hydroxy-ethyl)-carbamic
acid tert-butyl ester (4.00 g, 24.8 mmol) was then added to a round-bottom flask charged
with 10-oxa-4-aza-tricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]dec-8-ene-3,5-dione (3.73 g, 22.6 mmol) and
triphenylphosphine (6.51 g, 24.8 mmol). Tetrahydrofuran (200 mL) was then added to
the flask to dissolve the mixture. The flask was immersed in an ice bath upon which
diisopropyl azodicarboxylate (4.8 mL, 24.8 mmol) was added drop-wise. The ice bath
was then removed and the reaction mixture was allowed to stir at room temperature for
12 h. The solvent was later removed under reduced pressure. The pure product, [2-(3,5dioxo-10-oxa-4-aza-tricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]dec-8-en-4-yl)-ethyl]-carbamic

acid

tert-butyl

ester, was isolated by crystallization from anhydrous diethyl ether (5.58 g, 80% yield).
1

H NMR (300 MHz) and

13

C NMR (75 MHz) spectra were obtained using a Bruker

DPX-300MHz NMR spectrometer. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 6.48 (s, 2 H), 5.22
(s, 2 H), 4.80 (br s, 1 H), 3.61-3.57 (m, 2 H), 3.29-3.23 (m, 2 H), 2.82 (s, 2 H), 1.37 (s, 9
H).

13

C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 176.26, 155.87, 136.41, 80.93, 79.65, 47.33, 38.71,

38.42, 28.27.
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1:

[2-(3,5-Dioxo-10-oxa-4-aza-tricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]dec-8-en-4-yl)-ethyl]-carbamic

acid

tert-butyl ester (2.00 g, 18.0 mmol) was dissolved in 10.0 mL of a 2.5 M HCl solution of
dioxane. The solution was allowed to stir at room temperature for 6 h. The product was
filtered and washed three times with 20 mL diethyl ether and dried under vacuum to
afford

2-(3,5-dioxo-10-oxa-4-aza-tricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]dec-8-en-4-yl)-ethyl-ammonium

chloride as a white powder (1.40 g, 80% yield). To a round-bottom flask charged with 2(3,5-dioxo-10-oxa-4-aza-tricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]dec-8-en-4-yl)-ethyl-ammonium

chloride

(1.40 g, 14.4 mmol), 1-pyrenecarboxaldehyde (3.98 g, 17.3 mmol), absolute ethanol (50
mL), and triethylamine (4.0 mL, 28.8 mmol) were added. The reaction mixture was
refluxed for 30 min and the product crystallized upon cooling the solution to room
temperature.

The product, 4-{2-[(pyren-1-ylmethylene)-amino]-ethyl}-10-oxa-4-aza-

tricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]dec-8-ene-3,5-dione (1), was isolated by filtration as yellow crystals
(5.45 g, 90% yield). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 9.16 (s, 1 H), 8.89 (d, J = 9.3 Hz, 1
H), 8.44 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1 H), 8.21-7.98 (m, 7 H), 6.38 (s, 2 H), 5.16 (s, 2 H), 4.01 (s, 4
H), 2.79 (s, 2 H).

13

C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 176.26, 162.10, 136.38, 131.14, 130.56,

129.83, 128.61, 128.32, 127.39, 126.75, 126.05, 125.79, 125.58, 124.86, 124.71, 124.54,
122.82, 80.75, 59.14, 47.35, 39.62.
2: To a round-bottom flask charged with 1-pyrenecarboxaldehyde (2.00g, 8.69 mmol), 50
mL of absolute ethanol and 1-ethylpropylamine (1.51g, 17.4 mmol) were added. The
reaction mixture was refluxed for 30 min and the solvent was removed under reduced
pressure. The unreacted 1-ethylpropylamine was removed at 100 oC under vacuum. The
viscous brown oil was dissolved in dichloromethane, passed through a short silica plug,
and dried under vacuum to afford (1-ethyl-propyl)-pyren-1-ylmethylene amine (2) as a
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yellow solid (2.21 g, 85% yield). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 9.25 (s, 1 H), 8.86 (d, J
= 9.3 Hz, 1 H), 8.39 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1 H), 8.22-7.99 (m, 7 H), 3.12 (m, 1 H), 1.84-1.75 (m,
4 H), 0.96 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 6 H).

13

C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 158.08, 132.54, 131.26,

130.26, 129.69, 129.20, 128.53, 128.33, 127.51, 126.41, 126.09, 125.77, 125.53, 124.98,
124.75, 122.80, 76.10, 29.03, 11.22.
8.2.3. Sensitivity and Selectivity Measurements
All UV-Vis spectra were obtained with a PerkinElmer Lambda 2 series
spectrophotometer with PECSS software, below an absorbance value of 1.0 to obey the
Beer-Lambert law. Fluorescence (FL) measurements were performed on a Jobin Yvon
Fluorolog-3 fluorimeter, using samples of absorbance values less than 0.1 to avoid
aggregation phenomena.

Samples were excited at λex = 350 nm and emission was

measured from λem = 365 - 650 nm at a right angle to the excitation.
Sensitivity measurements of the 1 in solution were taken at 1 × 10-4 wt% in
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), chloroform (CHCl3), and toluene. Specific amounts of SASCl diluted with the corresponding solvent were added and the response was measured via
FL.

All sensitivities were measured in parts per million volume (ppmv) using

corresponding volumetric amounts of SAS-Cl versus the volume of the container used.
For film sensitivity of 1, 0.1 wt% of 1 was added to toluene. This solution was then
added to PS to form a 15 wt% solution. 20 µL of the PS/1 solution was dropped onto a
quartz slide and toluene was allowed to evaporate to form a film. The slide was placed in
a closed cuvette, with known volume, and positioned in the fluorimeter to have excitation
and emission at 45 degrees to the surface. Specific amounts of SAS-Cl, diluted in
acetone as a carrier agent, were added to the cuvette and the response was measured via
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FL. The selectivity of 1 in solution and film was measured in the same manner except a
large excess (20 µL), as compared to molecules of 1, of each reagent was added to the
cuvette. All sensitivity and selectivity measurements were normalized to the intensity at
λ = 392 nm of their corresponding spectra with no exposure of any reagent.
8.2.4. Fiber Drawing
Direct drawing was performed by drawing 20 µL of 15 wt% PS and 0.1 wt% 1
dissolved in toluene, applied to a glass cover slip, over a glass array of 200 x 200 µm
square pillars with 200 µm spacing. Electrospinning of PS was performed using 10 mL
syringe equipped with an 18 gauge (inner diameter = 0.838 mm) blunt-tipped needle. An
aluminum foil collector (~ 10 × 10 cm) was placed at a separation distance of 12 cm.
Fibers were spun using a flow rate of 0.01 mL/min with applied voltages of 12, 16, and
20 kV. Fibers were drawn using two solutions, 15 wt% PS and 0.1 wt% 1 as well as 20
wt% PS and 0.13 wt% 1 dissolved in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF).

Surface

morphology, diameter, and fiber morphology (beading) were checked via scanning
electron microscopy (SEM).
8.2.5. Microscopy
All optical microscopy images were taken using an Olympus BXS1 upright
microscope equipped with a HBO-100 Hg lamp.

Fluorescence optical microscopy

(FOM) images were taken using a λex = 420 - 480 nm excitation filter and a λem = 520 800 nm emission filter. SEM was performed on a JEOL 6320 FXV Field Emission SEM
with JEOL Orion software.
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Figure 8.5. UV-Vis spectra of 1 (a) and 2 (b) in toluene before and after exposure to a
large excess (20 µL) of SAS-Cl.
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Figure 8.6. FL (a) and UV-Vis (b) spectra of 1-pyrenecarboxaldehyde in toluene before
and after exposure to a large excess (20 µL) of SAS-Cl.
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Figure 8.7. The sensitivity of 1, at 1 × 10-4 wt% in CHCl3, to SAS-Cl.
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Figure 8.8. The sensitivity of 2, at 1 × 10-4 wt% in toluene, to SAS-Cl.
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